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In this Issue
This issue continues our coverage of the HP Precision Architecture

hardware contributions. In the March 1987 issue we described the HP 3000
Series 930 and HP 9000 Model 840 Computers, which were HP's first reali-
zations of HP Precision Architecture in off-the-shelf TTL technology. In this
issue we present two more HP Precision Architecture computer develop-
ments that leverage a common VLSI effort using HP's proprietary NMOS-Ill
integrated circuit technology. One of these system processing units has been
introduced as the HP 3000 Series 950 running HP's MPE-XL commercial
operating system and as the HP 9000 Model 8505 running HP-UX, Hp's

version of AT&T's industry-standard UNIXo operating system environment. These are the new
top-of-the-line HP 3000 and HP 9000 computers. The other system processing unit, a midrange
computer, has been introduced as the HP 9000 Model 825 running HP-UX both in a single-user
workstation environment and as a multiuser HP-UX system.

The effort described in this issue dates back to 1982 and has been quite large. The VLSI
development involved 12 devices with up to 150 thousand transistors per chip and was the largest
multichip custom VLSI project HP has undertaken to date. The two computers described share
eight common VLSI devices but have quite different design centers. The top-otthe-line SPU
maximizes performance, memory, and inpuVoutput capacity in a fairly large data-center style
enclosure while the midrange SPU is designed for maximum achievable performance in the
smallest possible package. Yet both are capable of running exactly the same operating environment
and are compatible members of the HP Precision Architecture computer family.

Because the VLSI development was so significant towards the realization of the two computers
we have placed the papers describing it in the front of the issue followed by the SPU papers.

-Peter Rosenbladt
Manager, High-Peiormance Sysfems Operation

Cover
Processor boards from the HP 9000 Model 825 Computer (smaller board) and the Hp 9000

Model 850S/HP 3000 Series 950 (larger board), shown with an unmounted pin-grid array package
housing an NMOS-ll l VLSI chip.

What's Ahead
The October issue will complete the design story (begun in August) of the HP-18C and HP-28C

Calculators, with articles on the calculators'thermal printer, infrared data link, and manufacturing
techniques. Also featured will be the design of the HP 4948A ln-Service Transmission lmpairment
Measuring Set. Another paperwill relate Harvard Medical School's experiencewith computer-aided
training in their New Pathway curriculum, and we'll have a research report on formal methods for
software development.

to editing Letters should be addressed to: Edilor, Hewlett,Packard Journal, 32OO Hillview Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94304 U S A
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A VLSI Processor for HP Precision
Architecture
by Steven T. Mangelsdorf, Darrell M. Burns, Paul K. French, Charles R. Headrick, and
Darius F. Tanksalvala

HIS PAPER DESCRIBES the VLSI chip set used in
the processors of three HP Precision Architecture
computers: the HP 3000 Series 950 and the HP 9000

Models B50S and 825. The Series 950 and Model B50S pro-

cessors are identical. All of the chips are designed in HP's

NMOS-III process.t NMOS-II is a high-performance NMOS

process with 1.7-pm drawn channel lengths (0.9S-pm effec-

tive channel lengths), 2.5-p,m minimum contacted pitch,

and two levels of tungsten metallization. The chips have

been designed for a worst-case operating frequency of 30

MHz, although with the static RAMs available for caches

at present, the Model B50S/Series 950 processor operates

at 27.5 MHz and the Model 825 processor operates at 25

MHz. A 272-pin ceramic pin-grid array package was de-

veloped to support the electrical and mechanical require-

ments for the chip set (see "Pin-Grid Array VLSI Packag-

ing," page 10).

Overview
Each processor consists of a CPU, two cache controller

chips (CCUs), a translation lookaside buffer controller chip
(TCU), a system bus interface chip (SIU), a floating-point

interface chip (MIU), and three floating-point math chips'

All chips except the SIU are common to both computer

systems. There are two versions of the SIU. The SIU in the

Model B50S/Series 950 interfaces to a high-bandwidth 64-

bit system bus (SMB), and the SIU in the Model 825 inter-

faces to a medium-performance 32-bit system bus. The

floating-point math chips are the same NMOS-il chips that

are used in the HP 3000 Series 930 and HP 9000 Model B+o

Computers.2
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the processor. The

diagram is applicable to both computers. The only differ-

ences are in the SIU chips, the system buses, and the sizes

of the caches and TLBs (translation lookaside buffers). All

the chips communicate via the cache bus which consists

of 32 address lines, 32 data lines, and 63 control lines. The

cache bus protocol is transaction-based; only the CPU or

the SIU can be masters.
The CPU has most of the hardware for fetching and

executing instructions. It is described in the paper on page

1,2 .
Each CCU responds to cache bus transactions for doing

various cache operations and controls an array of commer-

cial static RAMs. The Model 85OS/Series 950 has atwo-way

set-associative 128K-byte cache, and the Model 825 has a

two-way set-associative 16K-byte cache. The CCUs also
perform instruction prefetching and correction of single-bit

errors in the cache RAM.

The TCU responds to virtual address cache bus transac-
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tions which require a virtual-to-real address translation

and permission checking. It controls an array of commercial

static RAMs. It generates appropriate traps for illegal

accesses and TLB misses.
The SIU interfaces the processor to the system bus on

which main memory is located, fetches cache blocks from

memory during cache misses, and performs other system

interface functions.
The MIU responds to floating-point coprocessor transac-

tions on the cache bus and controls the floating-point math

chips. It also reports exceptions and trap conditions.

All chips on the cache bus also respond to various diag-

nostic instructions for system dependent functions such

as self-test.

Cache r lnd TLB

Cache Function
The cache speeds up CPU memory accesses by keeping

the most recently used portions of memory in a high-speed

RAM array. The array has a Iarge number of rows called

sets and two columns called groups. Each array entry con-

tains a 3z-byte block of memory and a tag identifying the

block's address.
Cache operation is shown in Fig. 2. When the CPU access-

es memory, the low-order address bits determine which of

the many sets the data may be in. The tag of each of the

Fig. 1. HP Precision Architecture VLS/ processor block dia'

gram. The VLS/ chlps are the centralprocessrng unit (CPU)'

ihe cache control units (CCU), the TLB control unit (TCU),

the system bus interface unit (9U), the floating-point math

interf ace unit (MtlJ), and three floating-point math chips (ADD,

MUL, DIV)



Fig.2. Cache and T LB operation

two entries in this set is compared against the address. If
a hit occurs, the data can be quickly transferred to or from
the CPU. If a miss occurs, one of the two blocks in the set
is randomly selected to be removed to make room for the
new block. This block is written back to main memory if
its tag indicates it is dirty (i.e., it has been modified since
being moved into the cacheJ. The new block is read from
main memory and placed into the vacated entry. The data
is then transferred to or from the CPU. Cache misses are
managed by the SIU and are not visible to software.

Hits are much more common than misses because pro-
grams tend to access a cached block many times before it
is removed. For example, the expected miss rate of the
Model 85OS/Series 950 is 1.5%. The effective memory ac-
cess time is therefore very close to that of the cache itself.
This can be made quite short since the cache is small
enough to be implemented with high-speed RAMs and is
physically close to the CPU. The cache access time of the
Model B50S/Series 950, for example, is about 6b ns mea-
sured at the pins of the CPU.

TLB Function
The main function of the translation lookaside buffer

(TLBJ is to translate virtual addresses to real addresses (Fig.
2J. The TLB determines the real page number mapped to

by the space ID and the virtual page number. The real page
number concatenated with the invariant offset field gives
the 32-bit real address. The page size is 2K bytes. Hp pre-
cision Architecture allows 64-bit virtual addresses, but
these computers implement only 48 bits to economize on
hardware. This is more than adequate for current software
needs.

The TLB also verifies that the current process has permis-
sion to access the page. Two major types of checking are
defined by HP Precision Architecture. Access rights check-
ing verifies that the process has permission to access the
page in the requested manner (read, write, or execute) and
that its privilege level is sufficient. Protection ID checking
verifies that the page's 15-bit protection ID matches one of
the four protection IDs of the process. A trap is issued if a
violation is found.

The TLB cannot possibly store the real page number and
permission information for every virtual page since there
are 237 of them. Instead, it stores the information for the
most recently used pages and operates much like the cache.
The TLB has only a single group instead of two. Each entry
contains the real page number and permission information
plus a tag indicating the page's space ID and virtual page
number. Half of the entries are dedicated for instruction
fetches and half for data accesses.

When the CPU performs a virtual memory access, the
address bits determine which of the many entries the page
may be in. This entry's tag is compared against the address.
If a hit occurs, the real page number is sent to the cache
and the permission checks are performed. If a miss occurs,
the CPU is interrupted with a trap. The trap handler inserts
the required entry into the TLB, replacing the previous
entry. The trap handler returns to the instruction that
caused the miss; this time, a hit will occur. While misses
are serviced by software, they are not visible to the program-
mer.

Organization
The cache and TLB system organization is shown in Fig.

1. Each of the two cache controller units (CCUs) controls
one of the two groups in the cache array. Similarly, the
TLB controller unit (TCUJ controls the TLB array. The
cache and TLB arrays are implemented with commercial
CMOS static RAMs. These provide excellent speed and
density while eliminating the design effort and risk asso-
ciated with an on-chip RAM array.

Operation of the cache system is best understood by con-
sidering a typical virtual-mode load cache bus transaction
as shown in Fig. 3. The transaction begins with the trans-

State 2
i l
i l

c K 2 i C K l l C K 2

Fig.3. Typicat virtual-mode toad
cache bus transaction.
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mission of the space register number from the CPU to the
TCU during clock 2 of state 1. The TCU dumps the space
ID out of the selected space register, and the virtual page
number arrives during clock 2 of state 2. The TCU forms
the TLB RAM address from the space ID and virtual page
number and drives it out to the RAM array during the same
clock 2. One bit of the address is set by whether the trans-
action is for an instruction fetch or data access; this effec-
tively partitions the TLB array into two halves as discussed
above. At the end of clock 2 of state 3, the RAM data is
valid. The real page number field goes to the two CCUs for
their tag compare. The other fields go back to the TCU for
its tag compare and for permission checking. A miss or a
permission violation causes the TCU to issue a trap during
clock 1 of state 3.

The CCUs process the transaction in parallel. They re-
ceive the address during clock 2 of state 2 and drive it out
to their RAM during the next clock 1. At the end of clock
2 of state 3, the RAM data is valid along with the real page
number from the TLB RAM. A tag compare is then per-
formed. If a hit occurs, the CCU drives the data out onto
the cache bus during clock 1 of state 3. If a miss occurs,
all the CCUs allow the bus to float high, which is interpreted
as a miss by the other chips.

It is important to note that the CCUs can address their
RAM with the virtual address before the real page number
has arrived from the TLB, greatly reducing overall access
time. This is permitted because HP Precision Architecture
specifies a one-to-one mapping between virtual and real
addresses, and requires software to flush pages before their
mapping changes. This is a very important contribution of
HP Precision Architecture over other architectures. which
allow only the offset portion of the address to be used for
efficient cache addressing.

For real-mode transactions, the TCU does not read its
RAM. Instead, the TCU receives the real page number from
the cache bus and drives it to the CCUs through TTL buffers.
This simplifies the CCU by making real and virtual accesses
look alike. Note that the TCU does not connect to the real
page number RAMs. The CCUs and the TCU cooperate
during transactions such as TLB inserts where the real page
number is sent over the cache bus.

Stores are similar to loads, except that the CCU writes
the new tag and data into the RAM during clock 1 of state
3. Byte merge is performed by combining the old and new
data words. If a miss occurs, the write is not inhibited, but
the old tag and data are written instead of the new. When
a trap occurs such as a TLB miss, the indication comes too
late on the cache bus for this. Instead, states are added to
the transaction to write the old tag and data back.

Instruction Fetch Timing
The load transaction described above is effectively two

states long since its first state can overlap with the last
state of the previous transaction, and it causes the CPU to
interlock for one state. This interlock would also occur if
instruction fetch transactions required two states and
would cause an excessive performance loss. Therefore, a
prefetching algorithm is implemented by the CCU to short-
en fetch transactions to one state and eliminate the inter-
lock in almost all cases.
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There are three types of fetch transactions: sequential,
branch, and random. They all have one thing in common:
at the end of the transaction, the CCU prefetches the next
sequential instruction and saves it in an internal register.

A sequential fetch transaction fetches the instruction that
follows the previous one. The CCUs can simply dump out
the prefetched instruction from their registers. The transac-
tion is only one state long and does not cause an interlock.

A branch fetch transaction fetches the target of a taken
branch instruction. The branch target address is sent from
the CPU to the CCUs in a prefetch target transaction issued
on the previous state. This gives the CCUs a one-state head
start in fetching the branch target, so the fetch transaction
is only one state long and does not cause an interlock. The
CPU must send the prefetch target before it knows whether
the branch is taken. Untaken branches result in prefetch
targets followed by sequential fetches.

A random fetch transaction is issued for the first instruc-
tion after a reset, the first instruction of any interruption
handler, or the first or second instructions after a return
from interruption instruction. The fetch transaction is two
states long and causes a one-state interlock, but these cases
are very rare.

The TCU uses a similar prefetching algorithm. However,
it is not required to prefetch the next sequential instruction
on every fetch transaction. Since all instructions from the
same page have the same translation and permission infor-
mation, the real page number and permission check results
are simply saved and used for subsequent sequential
fetches. Whenever a sequential fetch crosses a page bound-
ary, a one-state penalty is incurred while the TLB is reac-
cessed to determine the real page number and check per-
mission for the new page. It is also necessary to reaccess
the TLB when an instruction is executed that might change
the real page number or permission check results. As a
result of this simplification, the TCU RAM is cycled at
most every other state (the CCU RAM is cycled every state).

Design Trade-Otfs
HP Precision Architecture does not require the cache or

TLB to be flushed after each context switch like many other
architectures. Therefore, it can never hurt performance to
make the arrays larger, provided that the clock rate is not
affected. Each CCU can control 8K, 16K, 32K, or 64K bytes
of data, and each TCU can support 2K or 4K total enbies.
Supporting larger arrays would not have been difficult ex-
cept that pins for additional address lines were not avail-
able. The Model 850S/Series 950 has 64K bytes of data per
CCU (128K b1'tes total) using 16K x 4 RAMs, and a 4K-entry
TLB using 4K x 4 RAMs. The Model 825 has BK bytes per
CCU (16K bytes total) using 2Kx8 RAMs, and a 2K-entry
TLB also using 2Kx8 RAMs.

The number of groups (columns) in the cache array is
called the associativity. Increasing the associativity tends
to decrease the miss rate. This is because wider sets (rows)
decrease the chance that several heavily used blocks will
compete for a set that cannot hold them all. The improve-
ment is substantial going from an associativity of t to z,
but further increases bring little improvement. Unfortu-
nately, increasing associativity generally tends to increase
cache access time because data from the groups must be



multiplexed together following the tag compare. In these
processors, access time is limited by parity decoding,
which is performed in parallel with the multiplexing.
Therefore, we decided to support from one to four groups,
each implemented by a CCU and its associated RAM. The
Model BSOS/Series 950 and Model B2b both have a cache
associativity of 2. However, the TLB associativity is fixed
at 1 because the improvement in miss rate did not justify
the increase in access time and cost.

When the cache associativity is greater than 1., it becomes
necessary to decide which of the entries in the set is to be
replaced when a cache miss occurs. The performance ad-
vantage of a least recently used strategy over a random
shategy was too small to justify the extra implementation
cost. With the random strategy, each group is selected on
every Nth miss where N is the associativity.

The cache block size is fixed at 32 bytes. Larger blocks
tend to decrease miss rate up to a limit, but cache misses
require more time to service. The block size was chosen
to minimize the performance penalty for cache misses,
which is the product of the miss rate and the miss service
time.

The cache uses a write-back store policy. This means
that system memory is not updated on a store until the
block is eventually replaced from the cache or explicitly
flushed by software. Because a block can be stored to many
times before being replaced, a write-back policy minimizes
system bus traffic, which is critical in multiprocessor sys-
tems.

The same cache is used for both instruction fetches and
data accesses. Separate caches are permitted by HP Preci-
sion Architecture and have tremendous advantages when
the CPU can issue both an instruction fetch and a data
access concurrently. However, the CPU always interleaves
these operations on the cache bus, and so separate caches
offered no advantage for us. One benefit of a unified cache
is that it generally has a significantly lower miss rate than
a split cache of the same size, particularly when the as-
sociativity is greater than 1.

For the TLB, however, half the array is allocated for
instructions and half for data. This prevents thrashing, the
situation where a heavily used instruction page Ernd a heav-
ily used data page compete for the same entry. Also, han-
dling TLB misses in software requires that the TLB be able
to hold an arbitrary instruction and data page concurrently.

Address hashing is used to improve TLB performance.
Instead of using the low-order bits of the virtual page
number to select a TLB entry, an XOR of virtual page number
and space ID bits is used. This ensures that low-numbered
pages from all the spaces do not map to the same entry.
This minimizes thrashing because these pages tend to be
frequently used. According to preliminary studies per-
formed by our System Performance Laboratory, this im-
proves instruction TLB performance by a factor of 3 and
data TLB performance by a factor of 7.

Error Gorrection
Several features are included to increase product reliabil-

ity and availability. The CCU implements detection and
correction of all single-bit errors in the cache array. Each
data word and tag are protected by 16-bit horizontal parity.

The CCU also maintains the reference vertical (column)
parity in an internal register that is updated on all writes.
Copy-in transactions require special handling because they
are write-only rather than read-modifu-write. The CCU ac-
cumulates the vertical parity of the replaced block during
copy-out transactions (for dirty misses) or autonomously
(for clean misses) before the SIU issues the copy-in trans-
actions.

When a parity error is detected during a read, the CCU
hangs the cache bus and initiates error correction. It walks
through the entire array (up to 16K locationsJ to deterrnine
the actual vertical parity, and compares this with the refer-
ence vertical parity in its register. The bit position in which
a mismatch occurs indicates which bit of the data should
be flipped. Error correction occurs without software inter-
vention.

After each conection, the CCU issues a low-priority
machine check to the CPU so that software can log the
error and test the location for hard errors. If a hard error
is found, an individual entry or an entire group of the array
can be mapped out so that processing can continue fwith
degraded performance) until the machine is repaired.

The TCU provides the same protection against single-bit
errors but in a simpler way. As in the CCU, 16-bit horizontal
parity is used to detect errors. When an error is detected,
the TCU issues a high-priority machine check to the CpU.
The high-priority machine check handler purges the bad
entry from the TLB. Upon return from the high-priority
machine check handler, a TLB miss trap will occur, and
the entry will be inserted into the TLB by the normal TLB
miss handler. This simple scheme works because Hp pre-
cision Architecture never requires TLB entries to be dirty.

The high-priority machine check handler can also log
the error and test the entry for hard errors. If a hard error
is found, one half or three quarters of the TLB can be mapped
out so that processing can continue despite degraded per-
formance. This is implemented by simply freezing one or
two of the RAM address bits.

Internal Circuits
Internal circuits on the TCU and CCU chips are designed

to run at 30 MHz worst-case. The chips provide Z1-MHz
worst-case operation with 25-ns RAMs and 275-MHz
worst-case operation with 22-ns RAMs.

Writes into the cache array require only one state. A
split-phase loop is used to generate timing edges for the
NCE and NWE ttAM control signals and for the data driver
enable and tristate fsee "A Precision Clocking System,"
page 1.7).

Not surprisingly, transfers of data and addresses to and
from the RAMs provide some of the tightest timing paths
on these chips. For instance, full 16-bit parity encode and
decode must be completed in 7 ns without the advantage
of clock edges. This is accomplished by using a tree of XOR
gates constructed from analog differential amplifiers of the
type shown in Fig. 4. This circuit requires two true/comple-
ment pairs as inputs to produce one output pair. The small
signal swing this circuit requires allows the result to prop-
agate through the parity tree fast enough to meet its Z-ns
budget. The analog differential voltages at the output of
the tree are converted to digital voltages by a level trans-
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Fig.4. Analog differential amplifier used as an xoR gate.

lator.
TLB address hashing has been implemented for im-

proved TLB performance. Since the address drive time is

in the TLB's critical timing path, the hashing circuits need
to be very fast. Fast hashing is accomplished by using the
fact that the space ID bits of the virtual address and the
control data are available early to set up transfer FETs' The
circuit simply steers the late-arriving virtual page number
bit to the positive or negative input of the address pad

drivers, depending on whether the early space ID bit was
a 0 or a 1. This logically XORs the space ID and virtual page

number bits with a minimal delay of only one transfer gate'

Three types of control structures are used to provide

different combinations of speed and density. Dynamic
PLAs (programmable logic arrays) with two levels of logic
and a latency of two clock phases are used for the majority
of chip control, and smaller two-level static PLAs with one
phase of latency are reserved for more speed-critical con-
trol. PLA outputs can qualify each other and be wire-ORed
together, effectively providing third and fourth levels of
logic. It is also possible for static PLAs to generate the bit
lines for dynamic PLAs to give an extra two levels of logic.
Where speed is essential, a few random logic structures
are used.

System Interface Unit

The function of the system interface unit (SIU) is to in-

terface the processor cache bus to the SPU system bus so
that it can communicate with main memory and I/O. Since
the price/performance goals of the different computers
could only be met with two different system bus defini-
tions, two separate SIUs were designed. SIUF interfaces to
the 32-bit MidBus used in the Model 825. SIUC interfaces
to the 64-bit SMB used in the Model 8soS/Series 950. The
two SIUs are very similar except that the SIUC implements
multiprocessor cache coherency algorithms.

Most of the functions of the SIU involve block transfers
to and from the CCUs over the cache bus. A typical cache
miss sequence is shown in Fig. 5. It begins with a load or
store cache bus transaction in which both CCUs signal a
miss. The CCUs send the real address of the requested
block to the SIU so that it can begin arbitrating for a read

transaction on the system bus. The CCU that is selected
for replacement then sends the real address of the block
to be replaced along with an indication of whether the

block has been modified. If so, the SIU issues eight copy-out
cache bus transactions to transfer the replaced block to its
write-back buffer.

Sometime after this is completed, the requested block
will begin to arrive on the system bus. The SIU issues eight
copy-in cache bus transactions to transfer it to the CCU.
Finally, the-SIU issues a restart cache bus transaction to

end the miss sequence, and the CPU resumes issuing trans-
actions. For a load miss, the requested data is transferred
from the CCU to the CPU during the restart transaction.
The miss penalty is 27 instructions for the SIUF and 16'5
instructions for the SIUC.

The SIU will arbitrate for a write transaction on the sys-

tem bus to empty its write-back buffer as long as no higher-
priority operation is pending. The SIUC has a two-entry
write-back buffer for maximum performance.

HP Precision Architecture defines an uncached region
of the real address space called VO space. When a load or

store transaction accesses VO space, the CCUs always signal
a miss. The SIU issues a single-word read or write transac-
tion on the system bus since no block transfers are involved.
In systems using SIUF, the processor dependent code ROM
(which contains boot code) is also uncached. The SIUF
accesses this ROM in a byte-serial manner to reduce cost.

The SIU contains some of the HP Precision Architecture
control registers. This results in better system partitioning

and reduces CPU chip area' On the SIU chip are the tem-
porary registers, the interval timer, and the external inter-

Flg. 5. Typical cache miss se-
quence.

System Bus

Cache Bus
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rupt request and mask registers.
The SIU detects a power-up or hard reset operation on

the system bus and generates cache bus signals to initialize
the other chips. It interrupts the CPU when a powerfail is
detected or an external interrupt is pending. Checking is
performed for system bus parity errors and protocol viola-
tions and errors are reported to the CPU through the high-
priority machine check.

HP Precision Architecture requires the SIU to have a few
registers accessible to other devices on the system bus for
address relocation and receiving interrupts and resets. Ad-
ditional registers are used for logging system bus errors
and other implementation dependent functions.

Many other architectures require the SIU to query the
cache during DMA transfers to ensure consistency with
main memory. With HP Precision Architecture, it is soft-
ware's responsibility to flush the affected parts of the cache
before starting a DMA transfer. This results in a consider-
able savings of hardware and complexity.

The processor and memory subsystems of the Model
850S/Series 950 are designed to implement hardware al-
gorithms to ensure full cache and TLB coherency between
multiple symmetric processors as required by HP Precision
Architecture. Whenever a memory access occurs, all pro-
cessors must ensure that the processor doing the access
acquires an accurate copy of the data.

Each 3Z-byte block in the cache is marked either clean
and private, clean and public, or dirty. If a block is dirty
or clean and private, this is the only copy of the block and
can be modified without communicatingwith other proces-
sors. If the block is clean and public, it can be read but not
written. If the block is absent, it is requested from the
memory subsystem.

During the return operation on the SMB, all other proces-
sors check their caches for copies of the requested block.
If a checking processor discovers a dirty block, the return
operation is aborted, the dirty block is flushed to memory,
and the return operation is repeated with the correct copy
of the data. If a checking processor discovers a clean and
public or clean and private copy, it will either delete it or
change it to public depending on whether the requesting
processor wants a private copy. Similar algorithms are used
to maintain coherency during the load, store, load and
clear, purge cache, and flush cache operations.

To maintain TLB coherency in a multiprocessor system,
the purge TLB instruction is broadcast on the SMB to all
processors so that all TLBs are purged simultaneously. The
SIU maintains coherency if a purge TLB occurs on the SMB
at the same time that the TLB entry is being used to access
data from the memory subsystem during a cache miss.

Floating-Point Coprocessor

HP Precision Architecture allows coprocessors to pro-
vide hardware assist for complicated operations. Coproces-
sors have their own set of registers, and once a coprocessor
operation is started, the coprocessor can process that in-
struction concurrently with the CPU. Floating-point oper-
ations are well-suited for coprocessing. In general, floating-
point operands never need to be operated on by the CpU,s
integer ALU, so dedicated floating-point registers keep the

general registers free. Floating-point operations also tend
to take many cycles to complete. While the coprocessor is
working on completing a previous operation, the CPU can
continue.

The architecture requires the coprocessor to implement
full IEEE-compatible floating-point functionality. The co-
processor has sixteen 64-bit registers, of which twelve are
floating-point registers and four are status and exception
condition registers. Single, double, and quad precision op-
erations are defined by the instruction set. The floating-
point hardware actually implements a subset of the stan-
dard. The coprocessor redirects to software emulation
routines any operations that cannot be handled in hard-
ware. Trapping to software only occurs on infrequent oper-
ations and exceptional conditions and thus has a minimal
impact on performance.

The floating-point coprocessor is implemented by four
chips: the math interface unit (MIU) and three proprietary
HP floating-point chips. The three floating-point chips are
an adder, a divider, and a multiplier. These same floating-
point units are used in the HP 9000 Model bSO, the HP
9000 Model 840, and the HP 3000 Series g30 Computers.

Math Interface Unit
Review of the math chips' capabilities showed the benefit

of a simple MIU design. The math chips can be configured
to allow pipelining on the chips; for example, the add chip
can be configured to perform up to five simultaneous inde-
pendent adds. This increases throughput in those special
cases in which many independent adds are needed. How-
ever, the penalty for taking this approach is that the overall
latency is significantly increased and scalar use of the co-
processor suffers. The determination was made to only
allow one floating-point operation at a time to be executed
by the math chips. This has the double benefit of decreasing
latency and keeping the MIU simple. The result is a very
clearly defined and well-partitioned chip that needs a
minimum of special circuitry.

The MIU interacts with the CPU over the cache bus. The
CPU processes floating-point instructions in its pipeline
like other instructions. The CPU determines cache address-
es, branch and nullify conditions, etc., before issuing the
transaction to the MIU. When the transaction is issued, the
cache and TLB report trap conditions and the MIU begins
processing the instruction. The cache bus protocol is very
flexible, allowing data and trap information to be sent dur-
ing any state of a transaction. Transactions can also be
extended to any length. This interface to the CPU simplifies
the communication between the CPU and the MIU, since
it removes the requirement that the MIU have knowledge
of the CPU pipeline.

The MIU allows operations to overlap with independent
loads and stores. Because of this feature, the MIU includes
on-chip interlock hardware that checks for interlock condi-
tions and responds properly. Interlock conditions that must
be recognized include attempting to start an operation be-
fore the previous one has completed, attempting to read a
register that is the destination of an executing operation,
attempting to load either the sources or destination of an
executing operation, and attempting to read the status regis-
ter while an operation is executing. In each of these cases,
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Pin-Grid Array VLSI Packaging

A signif icant part of the design of the VLSI processor for the
HP 3000 Series 950 and HP 9000 Models B50S and 825 Comput-
ers was the method of packaging the VLSI chips A single pin-grid
array (PGA) package was designed with enough f lexibi l i ty and
electr ical and thermal performance that al l  six of the lCs on the
processor board are able to use i t  This same package is also
used by three other custom VLSI circuits in the systems

T A ^  ^ ^ ^ l - ^ ^ ^  l ^ ^ i ^ ^  ' . , ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ + r ^ ; ^ ^ i  h r r  t h a  | n i a n  ^ f  t h ^  t ^
|  |  r v  p d u n d l J s  u s J r g r  I  v v q r  r c u  v j l  r r  r v

quirements of al l  the chips that were to use the package:
272 pins, some dedicated to a common ground and others
dedicated to three main power supplies Addit ional f lexibi l i ty
for separating noisy supplies from internal logic supplies was
also required
A dif ferent chio oadout for each of the nine los that were to
use the package
Ceramic package technology for high assembly yield and high
rel iabi l i ty
Adherence to geometries that can be manufactured using
thickJi lm ceramic technology and assembled using conven-
t ional wire-bondlng technology
Support of high-power (1 2W dissipation) VLSI NMOS circuits
Consistent with through-hole mounting technology on conven-
t ional printed circuit  boards

the MIU will hang the processor until the interlock is re-

solved, and then continue. Allowing noninterlocked Ioads

and stores gives thc compilers the ability to improve perfor-

mance significantly with optimized code.
The MIU interacts with the math chips across the math

interface bus. The MIU is a complete master of this bus,

controlling all the load, unload, and operation timings.

Counters control the number of cycles needed before

unloading the result from a math chip. These counters are

available to software through an implementation depen-

dent instruction. Since the floating-point math chips' cal-

culation times are independent of any clocks, the number

of cycles needed for an operation to complete varies with

frequency. Giving software the capability to control the

cycle counts allows the coprocessor to run as efficiently

as possible at any frequency by changing the number of

count cycles as frequency changes. As a debugging feature,

another set of machine dependent commands allows soft-

ware to take direct control of the math bus to facilitate

system debugging involving math chips.

The six chips in the processor communicate via a collec-

tion of 127 signals known as the cache bus. Each chip

connects only to those signals necessary for its function.

The bus operates in a precharge/pulldown manner. Each

signal is designated as either clock 1 or clock z. Clock t

signals transmit data during clock 1. and precharge during

clock 2, and clock 2 signals transmit data during clock 2

and precharge during clock 1. Each cache bus signal trans-
mits one bit of information per state.

During the precharge phase, all chips connected to a
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fhe 272-pin PGA package is shown in Fig 1 The design
makes ful l  use of state-of-the-art mult i layer ceramic technology
The PGA has six metal l izat ion layers, three of which are ground
planes A fourth layer is a mixed ground and power plane (this
plane also acts much l ike an ac ground) Two layers contain al l
the signal l ines Each of these two lay'ers has a ground plane
above and below it ,  ensuring a transmission-l ine environmenl
Connections bet,r;een la;rers are provided by vias punched in
the ceramic These vias also ensure ground plane and power
supply integri ty

A few changes in ihe conventional mult i layer ceramic process
were required First,  a heat slug made ot 90% copper and 10%
tungsten is provrded for attachment of the lC This results in a
thermal resistance of 0 9"CM from junction to heatsink, com-
pared with approximately 3 to 5'C/W for conventional die attach-
ment for the same lC and package size Second, considerable
f lexibi l i ty is provided for pad assignments between ground,
power, and signals Over 90% of the pads have more than one
bonding option, and 10% of these have three bonding options
Third, there are three t iers of wire-bond pads on the ceramic
and two staggered rows of bond pads on the lC This provides
not only shorter, more dense bonding of the signals and optional
power supplies, but also a way to achieve very short wire-bond

signal help drive it to a high value (2.85V nominal). During

the transmit phase, if a chip wishes to assert a zeto, it turns
its driver on and pulls the signal low. If it wishes to assert

a one, it allows the signal to remain high. Any chip con-

nected to a signal may assert a zero independently of the

other chips. This wired-AND logic simplifies the functional

protocol.
Because each cache access requires a transfer from the

CPU to the CCUs and back, short cache bus transmission

delays are essential to maximize the processor clock fre-
quency. This was achieved through careful design of the

drivers, printed circuit board traces, receivers, and clocking

system.
The drivers consist of a large pulldown transistor and a

source bootstrapped predriver stage which can apply a full

5V signal to the gate of the pulldown transistor. The delay

through the driver is only 2.6 ns worst case. The precharge/
pulldown bus results in area-efficient drivers, since the

pullup consists only of a precharger. This can be small

because several chips plus the terminating resistor help
pull each signal high and precharge has an entire phase in

which to complete.

The chips are positioned along a linear bus on the board.
There are never more than two traces connected to a pin,

so the driver never looks into an impedance lower than

two parallel traces of 50Cl each when driving the initial

edge. The linear bus also reduces undesirable reflections
by minimizing impedance mismatches. Considerable atten-

tion was given to minimizing the length of traces, particu-

Iarly those known to be critical. This resulted in a worst-

case pin-to-pin propagation delay of only 5.7 ns.
The receivers are of the zero-catching variety. They con-

sist of bistable latches that are reset during the precharge



lengths ( less than 0 045 inch) from the pad on the lC direct ly to
a ground plane on the PGA A constraint on the lC designers
was that power supply and ground pads could be located only
at certain prespecif ied locations on the chip

The electr ical requirements for the package were quite aggres-
sive because of the large number of l /O connections and their
high switchlng speeds Minimizing power supply and ground
noise was extremely important l t  was also essential to provide
a transmission-l ine environment for the signal l ines The metal l i -
zat ion that serves as signal routing is in a str ipl ine configuration
This configuration minimizes signal-to-signal coupling (cross-
talk) Power supply routing is designed to minimize the path
inductance and maximize the capacitance, thereby providing
clean power supplies to the lC The PGA can have up to thirteen
independent power supplies which are isolated on the package
and independently bypassed to ground on the package The
ground planes are shorted together through vias to provide a
clean ground connection to the lC

phase and set during the transmit phase if their input falls
below 1.3V for 2.9 ns or longer. Analog design techniques
were used to raise and tightly control the trip level. Once
tripped, the receivers do not respond to noise or reflections
on the bus. This increases noise margin for receiving a zero
and effectively reduces propagation delay. The delay
through the receiver is only 2.9 ns worst case.
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HP Precision Architecture NMOS-lll
Single-Chip CPU
by Jeffry D.Yetter, Jonathan P. Lotz, William S. Jaffe, Mark A. Forsyth, and Eric R. DeLano

IKE ALL OF THE CUSTOM VLSI chips designed for
the HP 3000 Series 950 and HP 9000 Models B50S and
825 SPUs, the CPU is designed using HP's NMOS-III

fabrication process.t NMOS-III was a natural choice not

only because it affords the density and speed required for

the design, but also because of its proven manufacturabil-
ity. The CPU chip contains 115,000 transistors packed onto
a square die measuring 8.4 mm on a side.

Using the NMOS-III technology and a variety of high-per-
formance circuit design techniques, the CPU design
achieves a 30-MHz worst-case operating frequency. This
exceeds the system clock frequency required by the Model
BsOS/Series 950 and Model 825 SPUs, allowing the CPU
chip to have high yield and operating margins in those
environments.

The chip implements the entire set of 140 instructions
and 25 trap and interruption conditions of HP Precision
Architecture. Instruction execution is pipelined, and 130
of the 140 instructions execute in a single machine cycle.
Instruction sequencing and CPU control are implemented
in hardwired logic, rather than in microcode. Hardwired
control ensures that instructions are executed in the fewest
possible cycles and at the highest possible frequency.

The key design goals were to produce a manufacturable
HP Precision Architecture CPU design optimized for sus-
tained performance in a realistic high-performance com-

puting environment. Circuit design efforts were concen-

trated on the critical timing paths. Within the CPU chip,
the execution unit presented some of the most critical speed
design challenges. The execution unit produces 32-bit re-

sults for the arithmetic, logical, extract, and deposit instruc-
tions (see "Execution Unit," next page). Many critical paths
extend off the chip through its cache bus interface. These
paths are optimized to achieve the highest overall system
performance.2

Fundamental to the performance of the CPU chip is a
pair of high-drive clock buffers which produce a pair of
nonoverlapping clock pulses (see "A Precision Clocking
System," page 1.7). Each clock signal supports a fanout of

over 8,000 gates with a single level of buffering, a feat that

is only possible within the confines of an integrated design.
Each component of the CPU derives its timing information
from these clock signals, yielding a tightly coupled syn-
chronous CPU design.

Architecturc Overview
HP Precision Architecture specifies a register-based CPU

architecture in which the registers are the source of all
operands and the repository for all results. There are 32
general registers, which are used for local storage of
operands, intermediate results, and addresses. Instructions
interact with the memory hierarchy via the LOAD and STORE

(continued on Page 1 4)

Oata Bus

Oualiliers

Instructions

Fig. 1. HP Precision Architecture VLSI CPU block diagram
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Execution Unit

The execution unit (E-unit) is the cornputation engine of the
CPU As i ts name implies, the E-unit provides the CPU functions
of the EXECUTE pipel ine stage l ts primary function is the compu-
tation of results for the data transformation and branch instruc-
t ons Data transformation instructions act on operands selected
from the general regtsters and produce results which are stored
back into the general registers Once a result has been com-
puted, the E-unit must determine whether the condit ion for
branching or nul l i f icat ion has been met 1 The E-unrt contains
special hardware which evaluates i ts result to determlne the test
condit ion The E-unit hardware is outl ined in Fig 1,

Data transformatron instructions are of two types: arithmetic/
logical and shif t /merge, The E-unit contains two special ized com-
ponents to compute i ts results: the ari thmetic logic unit  (ALU)
and the shif t  merge unit (SMU)

The chal lenge in the ALU design is to provide quick execution
of a 32-bit  add function This is the ALU function that requires
the most gate delays Many techniques exist to exploit  paral lel ism
to minimrze gate delays for addrt ion, but these tend to produce
adder desrgns that are inordinately large Since the same essen-
tial adder that serves the ALU is replicated on the CPU to provide

Fi,g.'1. Execution unit hardware organization

the branch adder, program counter, and recovery counter, such
techniques were largely excluded from this design A relat ively
simple ALU organizatron was adopted, and NMOS circuit  tech-
niques are employed to provide the necessary speed

The adder is organized into eight identical 4-bit short carry
stages which control an 8-bit-long carry chain The intermediate
carries and the operands are then combined by logic to produce
the 32-bit result Sixteen gate delays are required to transform
the operands into a result by this method Ordinari ly, two levels
of logic are required to propagate a carry To speed up the carry
propagation, an NMOS series carry chain is employed (Fig 2).
This scheme exploits the noninvert ing AND function provided by
transmissjon gates, and replaces two levels of logic with a single
transmission gate delay The result ing adder is capable of pro-
ducing i ts result within 10 ns of i ts receipt of operanos.

Shift Merge Unit
The SMU consists of three major components: a double-word

shif ier, a mask generator, and merger logic The simplest SMU
operations are the SHTFT DoUBLE instructions, The source
operands are concatenated and then shifted right by a specified
amount The shifter is organized into five stages, each of which
is hardwired to perform a partial shift The first stage optionally
shif ts 16 bits, the second B bits, and so on Using the shif t  stages
in combination, shift amounts from 0 through 31 bits are accom-
modated

The EXTRACT instructions extract a specified field from a single
operand, and place i t  r ight just i f ied in the result.  These use the
shifter to perform the justification of the operand The unused
bits of the result are filled with zeros, or optionally sign-extended
(filled with the most significant bit of the extracted field ) The
mask generator is used to dist inguish zero or sign-f i l led bits of
the result from those containing the extracted value The merger
logic then produces lhe result f rom the mask and shifter output

DEPOSTT instruct ions make up the remainder of the SMU func-
tions Essentially, DEPOSTT is the inverse of the EXTRACT opera-
t ion: a r ight just i f ied f ield of a specif ied length is merged into the
result register at a specif ied posit ion Again the shif ter is used
to position the specified field into the result For DEpoStT, a mask
is produced which dist inguishes the deposited f ield from the
unaffected port ion The merger logic then assembles the result
from the shif ter output and the result target (which is i tself  an
operand for DEpoStT) according to the mask

The ALU and the SMU share a common result bus which
carries their results back to the general registers Once a result
is computed, it is evaluated by the test condition hardware In

Generate Propagate
Carry Cany

Fig. 2. (a) N MOS serles cary sta ge (b) Logic g ate equiv atent

(a) 
carry carrY

(b)

Carry
ln

Start Bit 
5
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general,  14 nontr ivial test condit ions may be specif ied To speed
up the evaluation. al l  14 condit ions are computed in paral lel The
condition specified in the instruction format has been decoded
in parallel with the result computation (the code for the condition
has been available since the tNSTRUcIoN DEcoDE pipeline
stage ) The proper condit ion is selected via a mult iplexer circuit ,
and the E-unit has completed its operation. 40 ns has elapsed
since the E-unit f i rst received the operands

Condit ional branch instruct ions also rely on the E-unit 's oper-
ation to determine if a branch should be taken The result of a
conditional branch comoutation is used to determine the branch

(continued from page 1 2)

instructions. These instructions have address modification
mechanisms which allow code to work on data structures
efficiently.

The architecture provides an extensive set of instructions
for arithmetic, logical, and field manipulation operations.
Primitive operations serve as building blocks for complex
operations that cannot execute in a single cycle, such as
decimal math and integer multiply and divide. Instructions
are also provided to control coprocessors, which perform
more complex operations such as floating-point math. Co-
processors can perform their operations in parallel with
CPU program execution until data dependencies force an
interlock.

The architecture has both conditional and unconditional
branches. All branch instructions have the delayed branch
feature. This means that the instruction following the
branch is executed before the target of the branch is exe-
cuted. This feature reduces the penalty normally associated
with branches in pipelined CPUs. A BRANCH AND LINK in-
struction is provided to support subroutine calls. This saves
the return address of the calling routine in a general register
before control is transferred.

The architecture also defines a control feature called nul-
lification. All branch instructions and data transformation
instructions can conditionally nullify the next executed
instruction. When an instruction is nullified, it executes
as a NOP. The effect is logically the same as a skip instruc-
tion, except that no branch is required and the CPU pipeline
is spared the branch overhead. The architecture also
specifies a set of 25 different types of interruptions which
cause control to be transferred to interrupt handling
routines. Upon completion of interruption processing, a
RETURN FROM INTERRUPT instruction returns control to the
interrupted routine.

CPU Chip Overview
The maior functional blocks of the CPU are shown in

Fig. 1 on page 12 and outlined in the chip photomicrograph,
Fig. 2. The data path circuitry consists of the functional
units required for instruction fetching, operand generation,
and instruction execution. All components of the data path
are 32 bits wide.

The ALU, test condition block, and shift-merge unit make
up the execution unit. The ALU is used to execute the
arithmetic and logical instructions, compute the addresses
of the LOAD and StOne instructions, and compute target
addresses for general register relative branches. In addition,
the ALU computes the result to be used in the condition
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condit ion For ADD AND BRANCH instruct ions, this result is also
stored into the general registers For other branch instructions,
the test condit ion is computed and the result is discarded

Relerence
1 I/ J Mahon, et al, "HewletfPackard Precision Architecture: The Processor," Hew-

lett-Packad Journal, Vol 37, no 8, August 1986, pp 4-21
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Jeffry D. Yetter
Project Manager

Systems Operation

evaluation for most conditional branches. The shift-merge
unit is used to execute the set of sHlFr, EXTRAOT, and DE-

POSIT instructions and to compute the result to be used in
the condition evaluation for the BRANCH ON BIT instruction.
The test condition block operates on the result generated

by the ALU or the shift-merge unit to determine if the

condition for branching or nullification is true.
The data path blocks for operand generation are the 32

general registers and the immediate operand assembler.
The immediate operand assembler assembles 32-bit operands
for the ALU from the immediate fields in the instruction.

The data path blocks for instruction fetching include the
program counter and the branch adder. These blocks com-
pute the addresses for sequential and branch target instruc-

tion fetches, respectively. Also included in this section is

a set of registers to keep track of the addresses and instruc-

tions currently in the pipeline.

There is a set of control registers that have a variety of

specialized uses. Some are accessed only by software via
MOVE TO/FROM CONTROL REGISTER instructions. Some con-

trol registers are also controlled implicitly by the CPU
hardware. These include the instruction address queue,

the interruption parameter registers, the recovery counter,

Fig.2. Photomicrograph of CPU chip



and the interruption processor status word' Other control

."girt"tt controi the generation and servicing of traps and

inierrupts. The processor status word affects trap genera-

tion and other control functions.
The trap logic receives interruption requests-from various

sources bothlnternal and external to the CPU' Its function

is to determine which (if any) of the 25 traps are valid and

and copy-back traffic between the cache and main memory'

as *elf 
"s 

multiprocessor cache coherency algorithms (see

article, page 4J.
two-pttase clock generator circuits capable of driving

500-pF ioads with 3-ns rise and fall times are included on

the chip. Together, the clock buffers consume nearly 10%

of the CPU's available silicon area'--The 
chip is controlled by a number-of programmable

toji" 
".t"yt 

(PLAs) and a small amount of custom-designed

toii". fntu" iarge PLAs control the functions of instruction

sJquencing and decoding, and a fourth PLA aids the CPU

ir, 
^th" 

cont ol of the cache bus interface' Because of the

"iiti""t 
timing at this interface, much of its control is dele-

gated to specialized hand-crafted logic'

Testing of the chip is accomplished through a serial diag-

nostic in-terface port (DIP). The DIP allows serial shifting

of eleven internal scan paths, which access 1'366 bits of

internal CPU state. The test logic controls the on-chip scan

paths and interfaces to an external tester for serial testing

if the chip. The details of DIP operation and the test capa-

bilities it provides are described in "VLSI Test Method-

ology" on Page 24.

Instruction Sequencing and Pipelinc Performance

The CPU pipllines the fetching and execution of all in-

structions. this allows execution of different stages in the

pipeline to occur in parallel, thereby reducing the effective

e*Lcution time of each instruction' Fig' 3a depicts the
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Fig.3. Pipelined instruction exe-
cution. (a) Sequential execution.
(b) Branch execution (c) Loadl
store execution.
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pipelined execution of three sequential instructions. One

instruction is executed every two clock periods, resulting

in a machine cycle time of 66 ns. This allows a peak per-

formance rating of 15 MIPS (million instructions per sec-

ond). The bandwidth of the cache bus allows one instruc-

tion fetch and one data access to be completed each

machine cycle.
The pipeline stages executed by each instruction (see

Fig. 3a) include instruction fetch (FETCH), instruction de-

code/operand select (DECODE), ALU operation/data address
(EXECUTE), and data access (DATA). An additional one-half

clock period not shown in Fig. 3a is required to complete
a write to the general registers. Execution of most instruc-

tions follows this basic pattern. This allows most instruc-

tions to execute in a pipelined manner at the peak rate.
Baning pipeline interlocks, 93 percent of all instructions
in the set will execute in a single machine cycle. Those

that require additional cycles include system control in-

structions for cache/TlB maintenance, system diagnostics,

and interrupt handling
Instruction address generation is done before the FETCH

stage. The address is generated by the program counter for

sequential fetches, or by the branch adder or ALU for.

branch target fetches. Other sources of instruction address
include the trap logic and the instruction address queue

for vectoring to and returning from an interruption routine.

In all cases the instruction address is issued to the cache

bus on the phase before the FETCH stage.

Sequential and branch target addresses, however, ale ac-

tually issued by the cache controller to the cache memory
array before the phase preceding the FETCH stage. This

allows for a pipelined two-clock-period cache access. Se-
quential instructions are prefetched by the cache controller
which maintains a second copy of the program counter.

The sequential instruction address is actually generated

three clock periods before the FETCH stage. This allows
sequential instructions to be prefetched one machine cycle

before they are sent to the CPU. Thus, sequential instruction

fetches are completed every machine cycle without a
pipeline penalty.

The execution of a branch instruction is shown in Fig.

3b. The branch instruction uses its data cycle on the cache
bus to issue the branch target address. This is two clock
periods before the FETCH stage of the branch target instruc-
tion. Thus, branch target fetches are also pipelined two-
clock-period cache accesses. The cache controller receives
the computed branch condition from the CPU and uses it

to select between the prefetched sequential instruction and

the branch target instruction returning from the cache.
Hence, taken and untaken branches execute at the peak

rate without a pipeline penalty.
On the first phase of the FETCH stage, the instruction and

its corresponding TLB miss and protection check flags are
driven to the CPU on the cache bus. On the second phase

of the FETCH stage the instruction is driven into the chip

and set into PLA input latches and the instruction register.
During the FETCH stage, the cache controller prefetches the
next sequential instruction.

Instruction decoding and operand selection are done dur-
ing the DEcoDE stage. During the first phase of DEcoDE,
the PLAs decode the instruction. On the second phase of
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DECODE, control lines fire to send the general register
operands to the execution unit (ALU and shift-merge unit).
Also on this phase, the immediate operand assembler sends
immediate operands to the execution unit.

The execution unit and the branch adder produce their
results during the EXECUTE stage. On the first clock phase

of the EXECUTE stage a data address or branch address is

valid on the internal address bus. This address is latched
at the address pad driver and driven to the cache bus at

the beginning of the next clock phase. For conditional

branches, the execution unit does a calculation in parallel

with the branch target address calculation by the branch
adder. The execution unit does a compare, add, shift, or

move operation for conditional branches. The result is then

tested by the test condition block to determine whether
the branch is taken (see "Execution Unit," page 13).

Accesses to the cache bus initiated during the EXECUTE
stage are completed during the DATA stage. These occur for

loads, stores, semaphore operations, coprocessor opera-

tions, and cache and TLB maintenance instructions. Store
data is driven to the cache bus on the first phase of the

DATA stage. Load data and TLB and coprocessor trap infor-

mation are received by the CPU by the end of the first phase

of oRtR. Load data is driven to the CPU data path on the

second phase of DATA. Control registers are also set on this

state. Load data is set into a general register on the next
phase if a trap did not occur.

Execution of LORD and StoRr instructions results in a

degradation of performance because of practical limits on

the access times that can be obtained with large external
cache memories. As shown in Fig. 3c, an additional half

machine cycle is inserted into the pipeline to allow suffi-

cient time for the cache memory to complete its access.

Additional penalties of one machine cycle are incurred for

using data that was loaded in the previous instruction, and

for nullification of an instruction.
The total performance degradation incurred from the in-

struction pipeline (assuming no cache or TLB misses) can

be calculated by summing the products of the LOAD, LOAD/

USE, STORE, and trtuttry penalties and their respective fre-

quencies of occurrence. Fortypical multitasking workloads

the average degradation is 0.39 CPI (cycles per instruction),

resulting in sustained pipeline performance of 10.8 MIPS.

The sustained performance can be increased using an op-

timizing compiler. All interruptions and degradations to
normal pipeline execution are handled completely by CPU

hardware in a manner that makes the pipeline transparent

to software.
System performance is a function of the operating sys-

tem, user workload, main memory design, and cache and

TLB size and organization. The CPU pipeline and cache

implementations are designed to maximize sustained sys-

tem performance for multiuser computing workloads in a

system with a manufacturable and cost-effective large main

memory subsystem. In addition, the on-chip 3O-MHz syn-

chronous cache bus interface places no constraints on ex-

ternal cache and TLB sizes and organizations. Different

main memory systems can also be used with this CPU. The

HP 3000 Series 950 (HP 9000 Model 8505) and HP 9000

Model 825 Computers use different main memory, cache

and TLB systems for different price/performance trade-offs



In high-speed synchronous systems, requirements for fast in-
terchip communication are very restrictive. System frequency
can be l imited by driver speeds, signal propagation t ime, and
chipto-chip clock skew System-wide clock skew presents a
part icularly dif f icult  di lemma. To accommodate the high clock
loading requirements of the NMOS chips, a high-gain mult istage
buffer must be used Although it is possible to integrate such a
buffer system efficiently onto silicon, the buffer delay on each
chip, and therefore the system clock skew, can vary widely over
the range of possible operating parameters such as supply volt-
age and temperature. Subtle variat ions in the NMOS-l l l  manufac-
turing process compound the problem lt  would seem that the
high drive requirement is at odds with a low-skew system clock
distribution

To reduce chip{o-chip skew, al l  chips in our processor system
have a local phase-locked clock generator This circuit ensures
that the clock buffers on each chip have a matched delay to
within 3 ns over their speciJied range of parameters

This circuit is not a phase-locked loop. lt does not have a
voltage-controlled oscillator. Instead, its operation is based upon
a delay element and a comparator The delay element (Fig. 1a)
consists of a capacitor, a precharger, and a pulldown FET During
the precharge cycle, the capacitor is precharged to V6. When
the START signal goes high, the capacitor discharges through
the two series FETs. The rate of discharge is controlled by the
voltage Vq6*-*eL The lower VcorrRor, the lower the gate drive
and the longer the delay. Higher VcorurRoL produces a shorter
oeray

The control voltage is generated by the comparator circuit
(Fig 1b) lts purpose is to move the VcoNrRoL signal until the
SYNC and cK1 (clock 1) edges coincide. l f  CKl occurs late, the
drain bootstrap circuit that fires DIPUP is allowed to fire. This
produces a pulse that allows some or all of the charge on the
small  dipup capacitor to be shared between the small  dipup
capacitor and the big Vs6xm61 capacitor. The voltage Vs.*trs1
wil l  r ise and the delay in the delay element wil l  decrease. This
means CKt will occur sooner. lf cKt occurs too soon, the DTPUP
circuit  wi l l  be inactive, and the DTPDN node wil l  pulse. Thus the
charge stored on the big Vconraor capacitor will equalize with
the small dipdown capacitor, and the Vco*t"o. signal will de-
crease slightly, increasing the delay in the delay element. This
circuit is essentially a low-pass switched-capacitor filter

Other Features
Chip capacitive drive is scalable Each chip has enough output

buffers to meet its clock reouirements. Each buffer block can
drive 75 pF and contains circuitry to reduce ringing caused by
path inductance.

Power-up and power-down features are included. The clocks
are held low until a circuit detects that the looos are uo and
stable Then they are released This ensures that all chips in a
system only have clocks when their loops are correctly placing
edges relative to the sYNc signal This eliminales drive contention

A Precision Clocking System
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Fig. 1. (a) Delay element used to reduce clock skew (b)
Comparator circuit adjusts delay element.

on power-up Similarly, if the clocks fail or SYNC is lost to a
particular chip, the clocks are forced low.

William S. Jalfe
Development Engineer

Entry Systems Operation

(see article, page 4).

Summary
The design effort has resulted in a single VLSL component

that implements the entire instruction set of a next-gener-
ation computer architecture. This CPU can be used in a

variety of products spanning a broad range of price and
performance by appropriately configuring external cache
memory, TLB, main memory, and coprocessors. In addi-
tion, high-performance multiprocessor systems can be built
using this CPU.

The NMOS-II VLSI process was chosen to implement
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this design because of its proven history of high yield and
reliability. Manufacturability is enhanced by a worst-case
design methodology which ensures reliable operation over
the full range of process variation, 0"C-to-110'C junction

temperature range, +10% power supply variat ion, and
worst-case variation of all external components.

Performance was not sacrificed to achieve manufactura-
bility and flexibility. In addition to implementing an in-
struction set engineered for high throughput and compati-
bility with next-generation operating systems and compil-
ers, the CPU employs techniques to minimize instruction
execution time. Pipelined execution, instruction prefetch-
ing, branch target prefetching, multiple internal data paths,
and a high-bandwidth external cache interface are some of
the mechanisms used to minimize the number of machine
cycles required to execute each instruction. A low-skew
clocking system coupled with special altention to circuit
optimization in the critical timing paths results in a
minimum operating frequency of 30 MHz under worst-case

condit ions.
The design has been proven through extensive functional

and electrical characterization at the chip, board, and sys-
tem levels. Performance has been verified under multiple
operating systems running real user workloads.
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made or risks of introducing a new bug were present.
Within the design methodology, heavy emphasis was

placed on both worst-case circuit design and functional
verification. Functional verification included both FET
switch level simulations and behavioral level simulations
at the boundaries of each chip. System level models were
constructed and behavioral level simulations were per-
formed to verify some of the first-order chip-to-chip trans-
actions. This design methodology will be elaborated on in
a later section of this article.

With the first release of the VLSI designs for fabrication,
the characterization feedback paths were defined. Project
teams were assigned to these feedback paths with respon-
sibility for definition of the plans, development of any
special tools, and execution of the plans. We will elaborate
on three of the specific feedback paths that were fundamen-
tal to the program success.

One of the primary feedback paths was associated with
the functional verification of the lab prototype hardware.
Since the operating system development was staffed in
parallel with hardware development, the hardware design
team internalized a significant portion of the functional
verification. This allowed the operating system develop-
ment to proceed relatively independently of the hardware
verification. Since hardware/software certification was late
in the program schedule, having early functional verifica-
tion was essential. In addition, special attention could be

Methodology for a VLSI Ghip Set
Design, Verification, and Test

EN CUSTOM VLSI CHIPS are used in the processors
of the HP 3000 Series 950 and HP 9000 Models B50S
and Bz5 Computers. The complexity of the design,

by Charles Kohlhardt, Tony W. Gaddis, Daniel L. Halperin, Stephen R. Undy, and Robert A. Schuchard

integration, and testing required to deliver ten VLSI chips
that meet the functional and electrical requirements for
these products demanded close attention to detail through-
out the development program.

The strategy used was to set the expectation that the
initial lab prototype system built with revision 1.0 silicon
was to provide a high level of functionality and electrical
quality. A high level of quality implied that the operating
systems would boot and that there would be no first-order
bugs that would preclude characterization beyond them.
With this goal met for revision 1.0 silicon, electrical and
functional characterization were to proceed covering all
aspects of individual chips, boards, and systems. With the
lab prototype characterization complete, the chips would
then be released for production prototyping with the expec-
tation that the chips would be production quality.

Tactics to accomplish this strategy were then defined.
The first aspect was how to deliver first silicon that would
meet the lab prototype quality level. This was the design
methodology. The lab prototype evaluation tactics were to
define feedback paths required for complete functional and
electrical characterization of the chips, boards, and sys-
tems. The production prototyping evaluation tactics were
to repeat those feedback paths where changes had been
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placed on corner case (rare event) testing, where operating
system tests are written and executed with a different ob-
jective. A special operating system called "Khaos" was
developed, along with B7K lines of code which stressed
the corner cases of this chip set. The tools and verification
results will be discussed in more detail in a later section
of this article.

Two other areas of feedback were the electrical charac-
terization of the individual chips and the integration and
characterization of the VLSI at the processor board level.
A scan path test methodology was developed which was
applicable to both the chip and board level characteriza-
tions. The concepts of that methodology and the results of
its application will be presented.

Electrical Design Methodology
One of the key aspects of the design methodology for the

chip set was the ability to design for performance. Achiev-
ing high system clock rates was an important contribution
of the design effort. There are three major facets of the
methodology that address high-performance design: struc-
tured custom design approach, worst-case design and simu-
lation, and modeling of the chip set in the package and
board environment.

The typical chip has a regular structure. This is a result
of the use of separate data path and control structures to
implement the chip's functionality. The data path consists
of registers, adders, comparators, parity trees, and other
regular blocks. The control structures are implemented as
PLAs (programmed logic arrays). This approach is typically
referred to as structured custom design.

Each block of the data path, such as a register or adder,
is designed on the basis of a single bit and then is repeated
to lorm a 32-bit-wide block. The global busing passes over
the top of each "bit slice" and is an integral part of the
structure. Multiple instances of the registers and other
blocks are then combined by abutment into the register
stack. This arrangement of blocks gives a high packing
density within the data path.

The PLA sbucture makes it possible to implement ran-
dom logic and state machines in a regular fashion. The
control of each chip is specified in a high-level language
and is converted into the PLA structure. The control struc-
tures were refined and debugged throughout the design
phase of the chips and were typically the last structures
to change on the chips. This process allowed the PLA struc-
tures to change quickly and provided a dense implementa-
tion of the control logic.

These regular design structures in the data path and con-
trol logic helped maximize density and made it possible
to leverage blocks in cases of multiple instances of a single
block in the data path. They also offered the capability to
design for high performance. With such a regular structure,
it was possible to set accurate timing budgets for the critical
paths and design the blocks of the data path and the PLAs
to meet the timing requirements. Other design styles, such
as gate arrays and standard cells, do not offer these benefits
since they do not have the same regular structure. By man-
aging the timing on a block level, maximum performance
was obtained.

To guarantee that maximum performance is maintained

over all operating extremes, it is necessary to use a worst-
case electrical simulation methodology in addition to the
structured custom approach. The design of the blocks typ-
ically started as a schematic which represented the circuit
before the artwork design. In addition to the MOS transis-
tors, capacitors and resistors were included to estimate the
parasitic effects of the artwork. The schematic was then
electrically simulated, and the sizes of the devices were
adjusted to meet the timing budgets. The circuit was simu-
lated using worst-case models of the devices based on IC
process spread, temperature extremes, voltage margins, and
noise effects.

Once the designer was confident in the design, artwork
was created for the circuit. The worst-case capacitance for
the artwork was extracted and substituted back into the
circuit, and electrical simulations were rerun to verify the
performance of the artwork. This resulted in blocks for the
data path that met performance requirements over the en-
tire range of operation.

The worst-case methodology was effective for the inter-
nal blocks of the chip. The pad drivers and receivers were
given an equal level of attention.

Package environment effects include the inductance of
the bond wires and the noise on the power supply planes
caused by the high-current spikes of driver switching. The
board environment behaves like a transmission line at the
frequency of operation. This environment required con-
struction of a complex model of the chip, package, and
board. This model was simulated using the worst-case con-
ditions described above. The effects were accurately pre-
dicted and the bus designs met their design specifications.

The structured design approach, worst-case design and
simulation methodology, and careful simulation of the sys-
tem environment were very effective. The first releases of
the chips worked at the target frequency in the system with
adequate margins using typical parts.

Design Verification Methodology
When a system consisting of ten chips is designed, seri-

ous functional bugs will adversely affect the integration
schedule. The process of fixing a bug, releasing the chip,
and fabrication takes on the order of two months. If several
of the chips had had functional bugs that precluded product
integration, then the schedule to having working systems
would have slipped drastically. Therefore, the goal was set
to have first-revision chips that met all of the requirements
of the lab prototype system including booting the operating
systems. Since the ten chips represent ten individual func-
tional algorithms and there are four major bus protocols
connecting the chips, the verification problem presented
no small challenge.

To meet the goal, behavioral models of the chips were
written to describe their functionality. These models used
the same high-level schematics that were being used to
construct the chips. For each chip, the same source that
was used to generate the control blocks described above
was used to generate the description of the control logic
for the model. Behavioral descriptions were written for all
of the other blocks based on the schematics and functional
descriptions. By writing a behavioral model it was possible
to have a model for each chip long before the artwork for
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the chip existed. The model also made it possible to connect
all of the chips into a larger system model.

Because of the difficulty of generating all of the corner
cases for a system model including all of the chips, a sig-
nificant amount of simulation time was spent verifying
individual chips. A high-level language was used to specify
the corner cases and was compiled into the input source
code for the functional simulator. The high-level compilers
were Pascal programs written by the verification teams to
increase their productivity in generating tests. To ensure
good coverage, numerous reviews were held of the corner
cases that were executed.

The chip models were put into a complete system model
as soon as they were capable of executing their basic func-
tions. The test cases for the system model were written in
HP Precision Architecture assembly language. A source of
tests was the set of architecture verification progtams writ-
ten at HP Laboratories as part of the architecture definition.
These tests covered the functionality of the instruction set.
In addition to these tests, other code was needed to provide
coverage for areas specific to this implementation, such as
the CPU instruction pipeline, the bus protocols, and error
handling.

To ensure that the artwork would match the behavioral
model. the test cases and results were extracted from the
behavioral simulator and run on a switchJevel simulator.
This simulator represented the transistors as switches, with
each switch given a strength rating for drive contention
resolution. For each chip, the artwork was used to extract
the transistor network for the switch model. When this
step of the testing was completed, it was possible to guaran-
tee that the chips would function exactly like the behavioral
models.

In the operating system turn-on and reliability testing,
only five functional bugs were found, and these required
only minor workarounds to complete the testing effort. Fig.
1 is a summary of the resources needed for three of the
chips in the system. As can be seen, the effort required for
verification was substantial. The resulting accelerated
schedule for system integration and time to manufacturing
release of the chips more than paid for the time invested.

Hardware Functional Characterization
There were several functional areas where it was impos-

sible to provide extensive coverage duringthe design phase
because of the speed limitations of the simulators. Instruc-
tion sequences and system exceptions such as cache misses
and traps are examples where the combinatorial pos-
sibilities were too high to cover all corner cases in simula-
tion. These cases typically would not be tested until sub-
stantial operating system qualification was under way. The
schedule made it unacceptable to wait until operating sys-
tem testing was completed, and this testing would not cover
cases such as error recovery in the system, so a different
approach was required to ensure that the chip set met man-
ufacturing release quality.

The coverage goal for manufacturing release required a
methodology that would accelerate multiple occurrences
of corner case events in the system in much the same way
that an operating system would do under heavy job loading
conditions. To do this, a test operating system, called
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Khaos, was defined and written. This system consists of a
set of multiple-priority scheduling queues and a set of trap
handlers that were used by code to handle exception cases
in a controlled fashion. With Khaos, test suites could be
compiled out of specific test programs and the queues man-
aged to regulate the interaction of the programs to ensure
random, thorough coverage of the events of interest. Khaos
also provides observability functions for debugging test
code and diagnosing hardware errors. These functions were
supplemented by the use of logic analyzers.

To test the processor board, the architecture verification
programs mentioned above were used, in addition to other
code. The code was all written in assembly language to
ensure the control needed of the features of the architecture.
One group of code that was written exhaustively covered
areas such as the code and data protection mechanisms
and traps on all instruction classes. Another major group
of code was referred to as the "thrashers." These pieces of
code went into the cache and TLB subsystem and changed
their states so that there would be a high level of misses
and traps during the execution of other processes. Still
another group of code covered the error recovery capabil-
ities of the cache and TLB subsystem. The code used diag-
nostic instructions defined for this implementation to seed
errors which would appear during the execution of other
programs. The programs checked to ensure that error cases
were handled properly and that execution resumed nor-
mally.

To test the I/O and memory subsystems, two major groups
of code were written. One group of code was used to create
a high level of traffic through the subsystems and exhaus-
tively execute the associated protocol. HP Precision Ar-
chitecture assembly code was again used to control the
architectural features. The C drivers from the operating
system were leveraged to test the I/O channel. The other
group of code seeded errors, in addition to using a protocol
verification hardware board that interfaced with the bus.

These individual programs were combined into test
suites and statistics were gathered to determine a run time
for high-confidence coverage of the cases that were being

System Design Statistics

Number ot  Unique Chips
Number of Transistors
Design Schedule (Stari to Lasl Chip)
Besources
Frequency
Technology

CacheConlro l let  70
TLB Controller 38
Math Intertace 50

.Engineer Months

1 0
758,000
28 Months
1 50 Engineering Years
30 MHz
1.5-pm NMOS in

Pin-Grid Array Packages

38 l0Months 72,000
20 gMonths 55.000
45 TMonths 66,000

Chip Specific Statistics

Chip Circuit Design Verification Schedule Number ol
Resources* Resources' Transistors

Flg. 1. System design statistics and resources for three of
the VLSI chios



tested. A statistical model was used and most of the suites
were run for a period of B to 14 hours on the lab prototype
hardware. The results were very successful. All of the bugs
found during operating system testing were also found by
the verification effort. In addition, corner case bugs involv-
ing error recovery were located which would not have been
uncovered by the operating system qualification effort. In
fact, one of the last bugs found in error recovery was a
result ofthe interaction and sequence of six distinct events.

After all of the other characterization was completed on
the lab prototype and the chip set was released with bug
fixes, the test suites were reexecuted on the production
prototype systems. The results of this testing did demon-
strate that the chip set was of manufacturing release quality.
The entire testing effort required 110 engineering months
and B7 thousand lines of code. The result greatly shortened
the time to reach manufacturing release and provided high
test coverage of features.

Electrical Characterization
As part of the design of these chips a comprehensive test

methodology was developed. This included internal chip
components as well as external test hardware and software.
The essence of the methodology is the use of serial scan
paths. The scan paths are placed at the chip I/O pads and
at several other places internal to the chip. Use of this
methodology has been applied at the wafer, package, board,
and system levels. For a description of the methodology,
the hardware, and the software, see "VLSI Test Methodol-
ogy," page 24.

A wafer and package tester was designed for chip charac-
terization and production testing. A board tester was de-
signed for initial turn-on, integration of the subassemblies,
and board level characterization. System testers were also
developed for initial system turn-on in the absence of a
complete operating system and VO assemblies.

The following sections will elaborate on the application
of the test methodology and the results for the ten VLSI
chips and processor board characterization.

Chip Electrical Characterization
A chip electrical characterization methodology was de-

veloped to be consistent with the overall strategy of produc-
ing production-quality, shippable VLSI parts to meet prod-
uct schedules. This methodology was standardized and
applied uniformly to the ten VLSI components.

The final measure of a chip's manufacturability is its
yield in production. The total yield, \, is defined as:

Y, : Y"Y1

where Y1 is the functional yield, or the percent of all die
that are functional at the nominal operating point, and y"
is the survival yield, or the percent of functional die that
survive worst-case operating points.

Yi is a manufacturing responsibility and is closely linked
to defect density. Y" is the responsibility of the VLSI design
team and goals for survival yield were set at the outset of
the design effort. The purpose of chip electrical characteri-
zation is to demonstrate that the chip meets its survival
goal under worst-case conditions.

The range of operating variables to be covered by this
methodology included characterization over the system
voltage, frequency, and temperature limits with sufficient
margin to ensure operation beyond these limits. In addi-
tion, the full range of fabrication process deviations was
considered.

Voltage, frequency, and temperature can be varied during
the test. To provide the process variation, characterization
runs were fabricated, with key process parameters varied
within a single run. Automatic parametric test data col-
lected from parametric devices located on each die pro-
vided the process correlation required to identify worst-
case characterization parts to be used for electrical charac-
terization. This allowed correlation of chip yields with
process parameters.

The test set for each chip was developed and refined
over time to provide tests for all circuits and paths on
silicon. The test set had several uses between first silicon
and final production parts. It provided initial screening of
new silicon to get good lab prototype parts into systems as
soon as possible. In general, the time from wafers out of
fabrication to assembled and tested packages was less than
four days. The test set was instrumental in full characteri-
zation of each chip between lab prototype and production
prototyping phases. Finally, it has evolved into the tests
required for the manufacturing process.

The test set for each chip contained several different
types of tests to ensure complete coverage and full charac-
terization. Block tests were generated to test individual
circuit blocks on the chip, for example an ALU or com-
parator within the register stack. Pin vectors were automat-
ically extracted from full-chip simulation models to pro-
vide additional test coverage from the chip pads. Ac input
timing tests were added to test the speed of input receivers
at the chip pads. Output driver and functional tristate tests
completed the tests used to characterize the pad driver
functions.

Typical chip electrical characterization consisted of exer-
cising a statistically valid sample of parts from a characteri-
zation run with the chip specific test set over voltage, fre-
quency, and temperature ranges. The result was a data base
of failure information for each chip stored off-line to be
analyzed and manipulated later with a software tool de-
signed specifically for that purpose.

Results drawn from the characterization data base were
used in locating and diagnosing yield-limiting circuits on
the various chips. Fig. 2 shows a block yield histogram for
all of the block tests on a given chip. This tool, combined
with detailed test vector output, allows the isolation of a
circuit problem down to the offending circuit cell. Fig. 3
shows how circuits that were sensitive to process variations
were identified. Circuit block failure data is combined with
the automatic parametric test data to arrive at block yield
versus any process parameter collected from chip paramet-
ric devices.

These electrical characterization results for each chip
were carefully evaluated and circuit fixes included in sub-
sequent chip releases to meet the production survival goals
initially set. In terms of the initial survival yields from the
lab prototype releases, improvements of 1.15 to 2.0 times
have been observed with production prototyping revisions
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of the VLSI chips.

Processor Board Characterization
The basic goal of the processor board electrical charac-

terization effort was to determine the operating range of
the processor boards over frequency, voltage, temperature,
and VLSI process spreads. In addition, it was desired to
provide feedback on any chip deficiencies to the VLSI de-
sign groups as quickly as possible. This minimized the
possibility of incurring additional VLSI turnarounds to
meet performance goals. This effort also supplemented in-
dividual chip characterization and provided insight into
the interactions between chips, clocks, and boards.

Two different types of tests were developed to stress the
VLSI parts during the characterization effort. One type con-
sisted of BVF (block vector file) vectors, which used the
chip's scan paths to stimulate the chips and observe the
results. The second type consisted of cache-resident tests.
The cache-resident tests were HP Precision Architecture
code written to test some function, determine if the test
was successful, and store the results in the CPU's general
registers. To execute a cache-resident test, the instructions
were loaded into the cache using the board tester and the
CCUs (cache control units). The code was then executed
by the processor board and the board tester was used to
observe the state of the registers in the processor to deter-
mine if the test had passed. Cache-resident programs allow
the processor board to run by itself without interfacing to
the memory and I/O subsystems.

The tests were run under a variety of conditions' Environ-
mental chambers were used to determine the effect of tem-
perature on processor board performance. A large amount
of the testing was done with socketed performance boards
so that VLSI parts could be changed quickly. Characteriza-
tion parts used in socketed boards allowed us to study
processor board performance with the full spread of VLSI
parts. Once the worst-case combination of parts was deter-
mined, boards were built with these parts soldered in to
remove the effects of sockets from the results. Voltage-ver-
sus-frequency shmoo plots were generated to determine
the effects of these parameters on the various tests.
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Fig. 2. Typical block yield histo-
gram for all of the blocks on a
single chip.

Whenever possible, these parameters were varied until the
board failed.

The cache bus is the backbone of the processor board,
serving as the path for data and control between the VLSI
parts. Tests were written to test the noise immunity and
speed of the cache bus.

It was determined early in the project that the worst-case
cache bus noise occurred on a line that was electrically
high while its neighbors were driven low. Therefore, six
BVF tests were written, one test for each of the chips on
the cache bus. The tests are "walking ones" tests, in which
each cache bus line in turn is kept electrically high while
all other cache bus lines are driven low. For each of the
tests, one chip drives the bus and all chips check that their
receivers have the correct value. It is necessary to write
and read the contents of the scan paths of all the chips on
the cache bus for every vector that is sent across the bus
during the test. This effectively limits the time between

vr

Fig. 3. Ty pical plot showing sensitivity of chip yield to param-

eter variation.
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vectors to many thousands of states. A cache-resident test
was written that generated some near-worst-case patterns
on the cache bus. The BVF tests allowed us to determine
exactly which line or lines failed a test and thus provided
good diagnostics. The cache-resident test f i red patterns on
the cache bus every state and better tested the ability of
the power supplies to handle changes in load current.

An additional 46 BVF tests were written to test critical
speed paths on the cache bus. For each of the tests, the
path is driven electrically low and the resulting value is
verified at the receiving chip. The speed path tests allowed
us to verify the performance margin of the cache bus. Since
specif icat ions for cache bus speed include clock skew,
propagation delay, and driver and receiver delay, the cache
bus speed tests allowed us to verify the interaction of these
specif icat ions.

In addition to testing the chip-to-chip communication
paths of the cache bus, it was necessary to test paths involv-
ing asynchronous devices, namely static RAM chips. The
RAM arrays play a large role on the processor board, form-
ing the cache memory and translation buffer memory. Since
the VLSI devices connect to these RAM arrays directly,
electrical characterization of the RAM address drivers,
RAM data drivers and receivers, and various related inter-
nal speed paths was essential.

Two methods were used to test these critical paths for
speed and noise margins. The first method used BVF tests
to exercise a chip's data paths and control structures along
a sensitized asynchronous path. Typically, RAM address
drivers were loaded and directed to drive on the first step
of the test. The data from the previously loaded RAM array
was received and latched in various registers on the clock
cycle immediately following. After the test, the contents
of the receivers and registers were examined to determine
if they were the expected values. The internal paths tested
included comparators, parity trees, and PLAs.

The second method used cache-resident code. Programs
were written to stress the RAM interfaces. These programs
were geared to test either the translation buffer array or the
cache arrays.

32 34

Typically, alternating address and data patterns were
issued to and received from the RAM arrays. After execu-
tion of the program, registers on the processor board were
examined to determine the results or fai lure mode of the
program. These tests covered circuitry on all of the proces-
sor board VLSI chips.

The lab prototype processor boards were fully functional
over most of the specified operating range with nominal
parts. Nevertheless, fifteen margin problems were uncov-
ered during electrical characterization that could occur
with a worst-case combination of VLSI parts, frequency,
power supplies, and temperature. Six of the problems were
speed problems. The speed problems were evenly divided
between the cache bus and the RAM interfaces. Another
six of the problems were caused by power supply sen-
sitivities. Two of the problems were caused by non-VLSI
circuitry on the processor board. One problem was caused
by the on-chip clock circuit which was shared by all the
chips.

When a problem was discovered, the information was
forwarded to the chip design group. The processor board
characterization team worked with the chip group to make
sure that the cause of the problem was understood. A bug
report was then generated which described the problem
along with any pertinent information so that all groups
were made aware of the problem. The chip group used this
information as well as other feedback paths to ensure that
the next revision of the chip was of manufacturable quality.
Meanwhile, the electrical characterization team made sure
that other problems were not masked by any already dis-
covered problems.

When production prototype boards were available, the
full set of tests run on the lab prototype boards was re-
peated. The operating margins of the production prototype
boards were significantly improved over the lab prototypes.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the lab prototype electrical
quality and the improvement observed with the production
prototype version of the processor board. In all cases, the
production prototype boards work with worst-case combi-
nations of VLSI parts, frequency, power supplies, and tem-

rued on page 26)
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Fig.4. Typical improvement of production prototype operating margin over lab prototype

(a)
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An integrated test methodology was developed for the rapid
turn-on and characterization of the VLSI chips, boards, and sys-
tems described in this issue. The methodology provides solut ions
for each of the three tightly coupled components of the VLSI test
problem-design for testability, test systems, and test vector
generatron

Design for Testability
The design for testability methodology is a serial test method

in which only a subset of the memory elements on each chip are
scanned, thereby reducing test circuit overhead. The key aspects
of the on-chip design for testability methodology are:
r Common diagnostic interface port (DlP) to provtde a uniform

interface with the tester independent of the chip's normal sys-
tem interfaces

I Access to control and data sections using scan paths placed
only at the key interfaces

I Single-step testable circuits
r l/O oads testable via the DIP

Fig. 1 shows a simplified block diagram of a typical chip with
DlP, test PLA, and scan paths The DIP and the test PLA are the
core of each chip's test circuitry They mult iplex up to 16 serial
scan paths and control chip operation. The DIP uses four dedi-
cated l/O pads to implement a common protocol for shifting the
on-chip scan paths and for controlling test operations The impor-
tant point about the protocol is that one of the pads, the strobe
pad, provides the clock for shifting scan paths into and out of
the data pads at a rate determined by the tester This means
that the tester data rate does not limit the system clock frequency
and permits low-cost tester implenrentation. A scannable register
within the DIP holds a 9-bit  command word which specif ies a
particular test operation to be performed

The test PLA has two primary functions. First, it controls the
DIP hardware to implement the interface protocol. Second, it

decodes the DIP command and generates the control signals
required to perform the test operation Each chip must implement
basic commands to shift one of up to 16 scan paths, to halt or
freeze the state of the chip, and to single-step chip operation.
Since the test PLA is automatically generated from a high-level
description, additional test operations are easily added for a
part icular chip.

Most of our chip designs are partitioned into separate data
and control sections The data section or data path consists of
custom functional blocks which communicate via local and global
buses. The control section is implemented with large synchro-
nous PLAs Complete testability of the PLA control section is
achieved by ful ly scanning al l  inputs and outputs. This al lows us
to halt or freeze the PLA sequencing and to test the PLA array
Testability of the data path is achieved with one or more scan-
nable registers which provrde read and write access to each
bus in the data path. Any functional block that is not directly
scannable is testable because the global buses are controllable
from scannable registers and the block's control lines are control-
lable from the PLA scan oaths Control lines are tired to transfer
data from the scannable register to the block under test, perform
the desired function, and return the results to another scannable
register

Single-step testing requires that each circuit in the chip be
haltable and steppable so that scan operations can be performed
without altering the chip state. In NMOS designs with dynamic
circuits, it is not possible to stop the clock to halt circuit operation
In this case, each circuit must have an idle state or combination
of control inputs that causes the values of any memory element
to remain constant. In addition, each circuit must be able to enter
and exit that idle state cleanly to ensure that single-step operation
is the same as free-running operation The result is the ability to
halt a free-running chip or system. Once the chip or system is
in the idle state, the state sequence can be altered to perform

VLSI Test Methodology

I t l l t r lI I T I T I I T T
Control l/O

Fig. 1. Design for testability hard-
ware of a typical chip. Black lines
are scan Daths.
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Package

a wide variety of test operations such as testing individual blocks
or simply observing the current state and resuming operation.

At-speed functional testing of the pad driver and receiver cir-
cuits is controlled by a separate l/O scan path. During test oper-
ation, the data from the driver scan latch drives the pad circuits
while the receiver scan latch captures the result In a board or
system, the l/O scan path circuits enable both electrical and
functional analysis of system bus transactions and the emulation
of signal responses from uninstalled chips or subsystems.

The on-chip test circuits require <10olo ol chip area and <8%
of the chip's power To ensure that the DIP does not limit yield
or performance, it is designed using conservative design tech-
niques and for 45-MHz operation

Test Systems
An integrated family of testers was developed to meet the test

system requirements for wafer, package, board, and system test-
ing (Fig 2) A common tester operating system developed on
an HP 9000 Pascal workstation orovides a uniform user and test
vector interface with special emphasis on interactive test and
diagnostics Any command can be executed from the keyboard
or compiled into a test program. Test vectors can be leveraged
at each testing phase

The test system hardware consists of an HP 9000 Series 200
control ler, a set of HP-IB (IEEE 488/lEC 625) instruments, and
custom DIP and test head circuitry. The simplest version is the
system tester lt consists of the system controller and functional
tesl hardware for the serial test of up to 192 chip systems The
board tester version provides power and clocks for the board
under test, and the package tester adds a 288-pin test head
with parametric test capability and timing generators for input

UP to
192
DIPs

Fig. 2. fest system family

testing. Finally, the wafertest system adds a cassette{o-cassette
wafer prober with optional microprobe capability The network
interface is used to transfer vector files and store functional test
data for off-line statistical analysis

At the board and system level, the test interface is implemented
by connecting the DIP signals for each VLSI chip to the tester
DIP interiace hardware. The job of the DIP interface is to synchro-
nize the DIP operations to make it possible to hait or single-step
an entire board or system. This also gives us access to and
control of all the buses in the svstem.

Test Vector Generation
The test vector generation process uses a divide-and-conquer

approach to manage the complexity of the problem The chip is
partitioned into independently testable functional units or blocks
A register, an ALU plus the operand registers, or a PLA are
examples of blocks Block tests are the independent tests gener-
ated for these blocks in terms of the block oorts and are written
in a high-level test language Block tests are generated in three
ways: manually generated by the block designer, leveraged f rom
the simulat ion vectors used in the design phase, or in the case
of PLAs, automatically generated using a stuck-at fault model to
ensure fault coverage A set of tools was developed to compile
the block test into serial DIP commands in the form required by
the tester, These tools also provide translation to and from
simulators for the veriiication and oeneration of block test vectors

Don Weiss
Project Manager

Colorado Integrated Circuits Division
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(continued from page 23)

perature over the fully specified range of the products with
significant margin. The same tests used in the board charac-
terization effort are also used in board manufacturing and
failure diagnosis.

Conclusion
The design methodology to achieve the first release of

silicon resulted in a design cycle of 10 months or less. Our
cycle time response for mask generation, IC fabrication,
assembly, and test was less then five weeks. A processor
board was integrated and running cache-resident code
within two days of delivery of the last component.

The test methodology allowed partia-l integration and
turn-on of the processor board as well as at-speed electrical
characterization, independent of the rest of the system com-
ponents. The level of functionality obtained with the lab
prototypes resulted in completion of the HP-UX boot for
the HP 9000 Model 825 processor in less then one month
from the delivery of the last component. Functional bugs
encountered in the evaluation phase were minor. In a few
cases the operating systems were required to patch these
bugs, but the patches were trivial in nature.

In general, the electrical quality of the lab prototype
hardware resulted in systems that operated with margin
around the nominal operating point. In characterization,
under worse-case conditions of voltage, temperature, and
normal process variations, some margin problems were
identified. These results were consistent with the original
strategy that was set for the lab prototype version of the
VLSI.

The above methodology proved powerful, in that five
chips of the ten were released to manufacturing with only
two revisions. The remaining five chips, which required a
third release, provided functional and electrical quality
that allowed the system integration to proceed electrically,

mechanically, and functionally according to schedule re-
quirements. The CPU chip was released to manufacturing
as revision 3.0. The CPU's first revision served as a vehicle
to demonstrate the design and test tools. This release was
before the time the cache system definition was complete,
and as such, required a second release to achieve lab pro-
totype quality. Two of the remaining four chips required
a third revision for improved manufacturing margins, while
the remaining two required a third revision for functional
bugs.
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A Midrange VLSI Hewlett-Packard
Precision Architecture Computer
It's designed for mechanical and electrical computer-aided
design, computer integrated manufacturing, real-time
control, and general-purpose technical applications.

by Craig S. Robinson, Leith Johnson, Robert J. Horning, Russell W. Mason, Mark A. Ludwig,
Howell R. Felsenthal, Thomas O. Meyer, and Thomas V. Spencer

HE GOAL ESTABLISHED for HP Precision Architec-
ture computers was to provide a scalable set of
hardware and software with the flexibilitv to be con-

figured for many different applications in a wide variety
of market areas. The HP 9000 Model 825 (Fig. 1) is a mid-
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range, compact, high-performance NMOS-il VLSI im-
plementation of HP Precision Architecture. The wide range
of system components available in this architecture are all
compatible with the Model 825. These irrclude operating
systems, languages, graphics, networking, and a wide vari-



ety of peripherals. Also, because adapting to established

environments and easy porting of existing applications are

of vital import, the Model 825 has been designed in accor-

dance with international standards wherever possible.

User Requirements
The definition of the Model 825 was driven by require-

ments from several application areas. As a high-perfor-

mance graphics workstation for mechanical engineering

and electrical engineering computer-aided design, small

size coupled with high floating-point computational per-

formance for computationally intensive technical applica-

tions was required. The size of the configured system

needed to be relatively small, since in CAD applications,

the SPU is often in the immediate work area of the user'

For the same reason, minimizing the level of audible noise

was important. As a general-purpose technical computer

running the HP-UX operating system, the productrequired

a flexible range of I/O configurations.
Additional requirements were presented by computer

integrated manufacturing and real-time control applica-

tions, where battery backup of main memory is a require-

ment. The battery backup option provides at least 30 min-

utes of backup po!\'er during power outages. Also required

was the ability to operate over the ranges of temperature,

humidity, electrical interference, and mechanical vibration

typically encountered on the factory floor.

Overall Design
Fig. 2 shows the major assemblies of the Model 825 Com-

puter, and Fig. 3 shows how the product is organized to
meet the user requirements. The enclosure is 325 mm wide
by 230 mm high by 500 mm deep, compatible with other
HP stackable peripheral components. Within this enclosure
is a series of card cage slots capable of accommodating a
wide range of user configurations.

Fig.1. The HP 9000 Model 825
is a midrange, compact, NMOS
VLSI implementation of HP Preci-
sion Architecture lt is designed
for both single-user workstation
and multiuser applications run-
ning the HP-UX operating system
The SPU is the middle unit at left

Nine card slots are available. The first two hold the pro-

cessor and system boards. The remaining seven slots can

be used for system memory, I/O interface cards, interfaces

to high-performance bit-mapped graphics displays includ-

ing the HP 9000 SRX Solids Rendering Accelerator, and

adapters for I/O expansion.
A memory card (aM bytes) and an I/O interface card are

half-width cards, and together fill one card cage slot.

Graphics interfaces and I/O expansion adapters are full-

width cards. The following are possible configurations:

MemoryCards Graphics
Displays

number bytes
7 5 6 M 0
6 4 B M O
6 4 8 M 7
5 40M 1.

vo llo
Erpanders Interfaces

o 7
'L '1,4

0 6
1  1 3

The Model 825 is rated at 3.1 MIPS supporting multiple
users in technical HP-UX applications and at 8.2 MIPS in
single-user applicatioris.

Model 825 Processor

The Model 825 processor consists of two boards. The
main processor board contains the core CPU function, in-
cluding a 16K-byte cache, a 2K-entry translation lookaside
buffer (TLB), clock circuitry, and several bus interface cir-
cuits. The second board contains most of the floating-point
math subsystem, the I/O channel, and the processor depen-
dent hardware. These two boards plug into adjacent
motherboard slots and communicate via the math bus and
the MidBus.

Main Processor
The Model 825 processor is highly integrated, consisting
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Auxiliary
Power Supply

with
Battery Backup

System
Board

of six high-speed VLSI circuits communicating via the
cache bus. These six chips are the CPU, which contains
the core CPU function and implements the HP Precision
Architecture instruction set, the translation control unit
(TCU), which performs virtual-to-real translations and ac-
cess protection, two cache control units (CCU), each of
which controls a static RAM array that makes up a "group"

of the cache memory, a math interface unit (MIU), which
implements the floating-point math coprocessor function
and controls the floating-point math chips, and the system
interface unit for the Model 825 (SIUF), which interfaces
the cache bus to the main memory bus, the MidBus. Details

of these chips are discussed in the paper on page 4.

Processor Board

Fig.z. HP 9000 Model 825 major
assemb/ies

These VLSI chips are built using HP's high-performance
NMOS-il process. They are packaged in 272-pin pin-grid
arrays, and consume from 7 to 12 watts depending on the
chip type. The basic system frequency is 25 MHz. Providing
an environment in which these chips can operate is a sig-
nificant design challenge.

Cache Bus
Details of the operation of the cache bus are covered in

the paper on page 4. In the Model 825 implementation of
the cache bus, special attention was paid to propagation
delays along printed circuit board traces. For maximum
performance, propagation delays were minimized by using

System Board

8M-Byte
Memory
Board

2M-Byte
Memory
Board

Gache Bus

Math Bus

Slable Store
Control Panel
Interlace
Real-Time Clock
POC ROM

CIO Bus (7 Slots)

H P - I B  L A N  . . .

l/O lnterlace Cards

To l/O Expander
(8 Slots)

Flg- 3. HP 9000 Model 825 sys-
tem processlng unit block di agr am
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transmission line techniquest and minimum trace lengths.
In addition, considerable effort went into minimizing

electrical noise for increased system reliability, as dis-
cussed in the next few paragraphs. When worst-case output
levels and input thresholds are considered, the noise mar-
gin on the cache bus is about 0.5V for both low and high
levels. This is similar to noise margins in TTL systems, but
because of the high signal transition rates and the receiver
characteristics, careful design was necessary to achieve a
workable noise budget.

The largest contribution to the noise budget, outside the
pin-grid array, is trace-to-trace crosstalk. Typical printed

circuit design rules allow traces to be routed with 0.016-in
center-to-center distances. Spacing this tight can result in
crosstalk oI 4Oo/" or more. The Model 825 processor board
construction and design rules were defined so as to limit
trace-to-trace crosstalk to less than 10%.

The next largest possible noise contribution depends on
the method by which the bus is terminated. The NMOS-III
receivers and drivers are designed such that the bus can
operate with no termination at the ends. However, this can
effectively double the magnitude of transitions on the bus
and therefore double the amount of coupled noise.2 Ter-
minating the end of the bus effectively reduces the mag-
nitude of reflections, resulting in lower coupled noise. This
also helps to absorb the noise that is coupled onto a victim
line.

Each cache bus line is terminated by a resistor close to
the characteristic impedance of the board traces. Most lines
are bidirectional and are terminated at both ends. Some
lines are unidirectional and are only terminated at the re-
ceiving end to save power and reduce part count.

Special resistor packs are used to terminate the cache
bus. These packs are designed for low inductance and low
common lead resistance to reduce crosstalk internal to the
resistor pack.

One disadvantage of resistor terminators is increased
power dissipation. For the Model 825 design there is
another problem. Power consumed by the bus depends on
bus activity. Under some processing conditions, bus power
can change from essentially no load to full load, or vice
versa, in one machine cycle. Power supplies are typically
not capable of responding to transients of this speed. Power
supply droop affects precharge level and consequently re-
duces noise margin. This was solved by mounting a low-
series-resistance, high-valued aluminum electrolytic capac-
itor directly on the main processor board.

Math Subsystem
The Model 825 has a floating-point math coprocessor.

Its interface to the main processor is the math interface
unit (MIU) chip, which connects to the cache bus and con-
trols the three floating-point math chips. Ideally, the float-
ing-point math chips should be on the same board as the
MIU. However, board space constraints would not allow
this. Instead, the floating-point math chips are located on
the adjacent system board, and the math bus is run to them
through the motherboard. The extratime necessaryto trans-
fer data across the motherboard is minimal and does not
cause a performance loss at the Model 825's frequency of
operation.

An additional constraint on the design of this part of the
system was that power supply considerations and power
dissipation on tire boards made it impossible to terminate
this bus. There was also no room on either board for the
terminator components. A workable system was devised
by building a detailed Spice model of the entire intercon-
nect system. NMOS-I driver sizes were selected such that
speed is sufficient, but transition time is maximal. Special
treatment was given to critical clock lines that run from
the MIU to the floating-point chips.

Cache Array
The Model 825 has a 16K-byte cache organized as trvo

BK-byte groups. Each group is implemented with a cache
control unit (CCU) and eight 2K x 8 25-ns static random-ac-
cess memories (SRAMs). Five of the SRAMs are used for
data and data parity and three are used for tag, status, and
tag parity.

The cache access time is in the critical path that deter-
mines the clock period for the CPU, which is directly pro-
portional to the performance. The Model 825 clock period
is 40 ns. The address is driven on a clock edge, and the
CCU must determine if there is a cache hit by the next
clock edge. It takes the CCU 7.5 ns to compare the tag to
the real address. With 25-ns SRAMs, this leaves 7.5 ns for
the address to be driven to the SRAMs and data to be driven
back to the CCU. The timing has been verified by the use
of Spice simulations and experimentation.

Each RAM address line is a single line with a Schottky
diode at the end to clamp undershoot. There is also a 150C1
resistor to 2.85V. The undershoot is clamped mainly to
prevent the voltage on the line from ringing back up above
0.7V. The resistor is not for transmission line termination.
Its main purpose is to limit the high-level output voltage
of the driver. As a result, the high-to-low voltage transition
is smaller, giving less ringing in the fast case and making the
slow case faster. The slow case model is dominated by the
capacitive effects and the limited current that can be pro-
vided by the driver, and so a smaller voltage transition will
be faster. This can be seen in the basic capacitor equation:

I x d T :  C x d V .

Simulations were done to determine the optimal value
of resistor to use. A smaller resistor always helps improve
the low-to-high transition time because it increases the
current. For the high-to-low transition a smaller value helps
decrease the transition time by making dV smaller, but also
causes an offsetting increase in the transition time because
it decreases the current available to change the voltage
across the capacitor. The termination voltage could also
have been optimized, but this was not necessary because
the timing budget was met using the already available 2.85V
supply.

Clock Gircuit
To meet the system skew budget for the Model 825, each

chip must receive a master clock (clock SYNC) that transi-
tions from 0.9V to 4.1V in less than 3 ns. There must be
less than 600 ps skew from any chip to any other chip.
There are additional specifications for low and high levels,
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duty cycle, etc.
To put 600 ps in perspective, electromagnetic waves

travel through glass epoxy printed circuit board material
at roughly 200 ps/inch. 600 ps is the delay of about 3 inches
of printed circuit board trace. Since there are six VLSI chips
that require this signal, and each chip is about 2.2 inches
on a side, it is not possible simply to connect the clocks
in a daisy-chain manner.

The solution is to supply the master clock to each VLSI
chip with a separate, equal-length hace. All of these clock
supply lines emanate from a single drive point.

It is also desirable that the rise time of the master clock
be the same at each VLSI chip. This is a problem because
the nominal master clock input capacitance is somewhat
different for each chip type. The rise time at the chip re-
ceiver is roughly the no-load rise time plus Z"C, where Zo
is the characteristic impedance of the master clock line
and C is the input capacitance. This problem is alleviated
by adjusting the master clock line impedance for each chip
such that ZoC is constant for all chip types. Additionally,
so that these impedances track as closely as possible, all
clock traces are run on the same trace layer.

Since it is important for the chips to receive a clean
master clock signal, termination is necessary to reduce re-,
flections. Source termination was chosen for its low power
and reasonable drive current levels.
Clock Buffer Circuit. The single drive point impedance is
about 7O. Combined with the level and rise time require-
ments of the VLSI chips, this dictated the need for a special
clock buffer circuit. The circuit can be split into two pieces:
the front end, which generates a signal with the appropriate
rise time and high and low levels, and an output section
capable of driving 7O.

This circuit is implemented in discrete high-frequency
transistors. Great care is taken to bias the collector-base
junctions to minimize the Miller effect.

The front-end stage takes the TTl-level input signal,
sharpens the edge, and produces the correct level for the
output stage. The output stage consists of several emitter
followers that transform the front end's high-impedance
signal to the low impedance necessary to drive the distri-
bution lines.

Printed Circuit Board Construction
Since cache bus design requires transmission line tech-

niques, the printed circuit board itself must be constructed
in a controlled-impedance manner. The characteristic im-
pedance of a printed circuit trace is determined primarily
by the width of the trace, the dielectric constant of the
insulating material, and the geometry of the trace in relation
to its adiacent teference planefs). For reasons related to the
board fabrication process, all Model 825 traces are of the
stripline variety, that is, the traces are on one board layer
(signal layer), and this layer is sandwiched between two
board layers with conductive planes on them (plane layers)'

High-pin-count, high-speed VLSI created a significant
problem for the printed circuit board construction. The
two planes that form the stripline configuration should be
perfectly ac coupled. If they are not, the signal trace and
the planes form what can be viewed as a capacitive divider.
When a signal propagates down a trace, some voltage is
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induced in one plane with respect to the other. Typically,
one of the two planes doubles as a power supply distribu-
tion layer. The result is noise in the power supply that is
also coupled down onto other victim traces.

Normally this problem can be neglected because the
plane-to-plane capacitance is much greater than the trace-

to-plane capacitance, and transitioning lines are spatially

and temporally far enough apart so that the net effect is

small .
On the other hand, the high-pin-count, high-speed VLSI

used in the Model 825, in combination with relatively high

logic swing levels (as much as 3V), is capable of causing

as many as 62 closely spaced lines to transition nearly

simultaneously. This can result in significant noise

coupled into the planes and signal lines.
The obvious solution is to use ground planes between

all signal layers. The ground planes would be much closer

to the ideal situation, since they are tied together by a large

number of vias. Unfortunately, this is not feasible because

of board thickness and cost considerations. Careful analysis
yielded a board construction with sufficient noise decou-
pling and reasonable overall thickness:

Layer PurPose

Top + 2.B5VPlane
2 GroundPlane
3 SignallaYer
4 GroundPlane
5 SignallaYer
6 GroundPlane
7 Signallayer
B +SVPlane
9 Signal Layer (Uncontrolled)

Bottom - 2VPlane

All signal layers except for layer t have 0'008-in traces,
impedance-controlled to 5o to 70 ohms. AII cache bus
traces are on layers 3, 5, and T.Layer t has slightly lower
impedance and is used for TTL and other miscellaneous
signals.
Printed Circuit Board Layout. One of the most significant
challenges of the Model 825 processor was the trace layout
of the main processor board. Almost every trace on the
board had a length restriction. Cache bus topology had to
be rigorously controlled. Clockbuffer performance was lay-
out dependent. Thermal and interconnect considerations
restricted parts placement. The board contains three maior
buses and three distinct static RAM arrays, It was extremely
important to limit the number of layers and the board thick-
ness for reasons of cost and manufacturability.

Autorouting was out of the question. It also became clear
that previously used systems were inadequate. Since we
knew that board complexity would require hand layout,
what we needed was a powerful graphics editing system'
HP's Engineering Graphics System [EGS) is such a system,
and it was readily available. The flexibility of EGS, com-
bined with specially written macros and programs, allowed
us to build a system tailored to the needs of this layout.



l/O Ghannel
The I/O system used in the HP 9000 Model 825 is HP's

CIO. The system board contains a single VLSI chip that

converts from the MidBus to the CIO bus. Details of it are

described in the paper on page 38.

Processor Dependent Hardware
HP Precision Architecture allows implementation de-

pendent computer functions, such as the Model 825's con-

trol panel interface, stable store, and time-of-day clock, to

be realized in a way that is convenient for the particular

design. Details of operating these functions are hidden from

higher-level software by a layer of firmware called proces-

sor dependent code. This code is stored in ROM and begins

execution immediately upon power-up.
A primary goal of the processor dependent hardware

design was low cost. This hardware communicates with

the processor using a special simplified protocol and only

the low-order byte on the MidBus. The architecture re-

serves a certain area of the real address space for processor

dependent use. The SIUF chip decodes references to these

locations, assembling the bytes into words if necessary for

the CPU.
The processor dependent code ROM is simply a large

byte-wide ROM. It contains self-test code, boot code, the
processor dependent firmware, and other information spe-
cific to the Model 825 implementation of HP Precision

Architecture.
The processor dependent hardware includes a battery-

backed CMOS real-time clock for keeping the correct time

and date while the computer is turned off. The batteries
are the same as those used in many watches, cameras, and

calculators and provide up to a year of backup time.

A stable store is implemented in an EEPROM. Boot path,

system serial number, and other similar information is

stored here. Constants kept in stable store also assist in

more accurate timekeeping and help reduce factory cost.

During system operation, real time is kept by software,

using timing derived from the 25-MHz main system clock.

During power interruptions, real time is kept by the battery-

backed CMOS clock circuit. The CMOS clock circuit has
its own independent, low-power, low-frequency crystal.

The availability of stable store means that crystal conection
factors can be stored for both the main system crystal and

the backup clock crystal. This allows the use of less expen-
sive crystals and provides more accurate timekeeping. In

board manufacture or service, a highly accurate time base
is used to measure the crystal frequencies and correction
factors are written to stable store. To take full advantage
of this scheme, both the 25-MHz main system clock and
the real-time clock crystals are located on the system board.

This way the correction factors and the correctable devices
are installed and replaced as a unit.

Also in the processor dependent hardware is a latch the
processor can read to determine the status of the secondary
power and other resources. There is also a register the
processor can use to control the state of the front-panel
LEDs.

Memory Subsystem

The Model 825 supports up to seven memory ilray

boards. Each board contains an BM-byte memory array
which is interfaced to the MidBus by a memory controller.
The block diagram of the memoryboard is shown in Fig. 4.

The memory controller is a custom integrated circuit
implemented in HP's NMOS-II technology. It is designed
to provide the following features:
r Provide all signals to control 120-ns 1M-bit dynamic

random-access memory chips (DRAMs)
r 19-Mbyte/s transfer rate on the 8.3-MHz MidBus
I Error logging
r Correct single-bit errors and detect double-bit errors
r Provide a mechanism to correct double-bit errors with

a known hard error
I Support of memory board test and diagnostic features
r Refresh
r Battery backup
I Compact size which, combined with surface mount tech-

nology, allows a board size of less than 50 square inches.

Memory Bus Interface
The Model 825 memory board supports 16-byte and 32-

byte block read and write operations and a semaphore op-
eration. High-bandwidth data transfers are provided by the
32-byte transactions. The memory bus interface consists of
a 72-bit-wide data bus. a 10-bit-wide address bus, two row
address strobes (RASJ, four column address strobes (CAS),
and one write enable signal (wE). Multiple RAs and cAS
lines are used to reduce the delays and meet the timing
requirements while driving these heavily loaded signals.
The memory array is organized as one row of DRAMs with
1M words of zz bits each. Each memory word is packed
with two 32-bit words from the MidBus and eight Hamming
check bits.

Fig. 5 shows the timing for memory read and write oper-
ations. The 20 address bits required to address the 1M-bit
DRAMs are multiplexed onto the 10-bit memory address
bus and latched into the DRAM address latches by two
negative-going strobes. The first strobe, RAS, latches the
row address. The second strobe, CAS, subsequently latches
the column address. For a write operation, wE is brought
low before CAS, and the data is strobed by CAS. The setup
and hold times for data to be written to the memory array
are referenced to the falling edge of CAS. For a read opera-
tion, WE is held in the high state throughout the memory
transaction, and data read from the memory array is avail-

Fig.4. Btock diagram of the Model 825 memory board
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32-Byte Read

REC CLK

cK1

cK2

lirroaus
AODR DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 DATA4 DATAS DATA6 DATAT OATAS

MEMORY
ADDRESS

RAS

cAs

WE

MEMOFY
DATA

32-Byte Write

REC CLK

cK1

cK2

MIDBUS
ADDF OATA1 DATA2 DATA3 DATA4 DATAs DATA6 DATAT DATAS

--
ADDBESS

Fig.5. Timing for memory read and write operations

able within the access time from CAS. The semaphore op-
eration reads 16 bytes from the memory array and clears
the first four bytes without affecting the other 12 bytes.

The rM-bit DRAMs support a feature known as nibble

mode. Nibble-mode operation allows high-speed serial ac-

cess to more than one word of memory. By packing two

32-bit words from the MidBus into each memory word,

only two serial accesses are required for a 16-byte transac-

tion and only four serial accesses are required for a 32-byte

transaction. The first word is accessed in the normal man-

ner with read data being valid at the CAS access time. The

sequential words are read or written by toggling CAS while

RAS remains low. The row and column addresses need to

be supplied for only the first access. Thereafter, the falling

edge of CAS increments the internal nibble counter of the

DRAMs and accesses the next word in memory.

Address Strobe Signal Quality
DRAM RAS and CAS inputs function as clock signals and

must have clean transitions. The assertion of these signals
is also in the critical timing path for accessing data, so

minimizing timing skew is important. To ensure that the

transitions will be smooth, the clock signals are routed to

the DRAMs in a star configuration.
There are four CAS drivers for every 72 DRAM chips and

so each CAS driver must drive 18 DRAMs. The CAS line is

routed to a location central to the 18 DRAMs. From here

it is split into six signals. Each of these is routed to a point

central to the location of three of the DRAMs. The six lines
are all made the same length to keep the star balanced.
Three DRAMs are connected to each of these six signals.
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Again to keep the star balanced, the lines connecting the
DRAMs are all the same Iength. The four CAS signals coming

from the memory controller are routed electrically identi-

cally. The CAS signals are all driven directly by the VLSI

controller and so each DRAM sees almost exactly the same

signal. This allowed the drivers and series termination to

be optimized to give a smooth low-skew signal at a single
point to ensure that the CAS input signal at all 72 DRAMs

would be optimized. There is very little cAS timing skew

between DRAMs.
The timing for the RAS signal is less critical than for the

CAS signals, but it is important that the transitions be

smooth and glitch-free. The signal is connected in a star
configuration but there are only two RAS drivers, so the

Iast star connects to six DRAMs instead of three.

Delay Line
To conform to MidBus timing, some cards are required

to have a delay line. The value of the delay line depends

on the delay and timing of the bus interface circuits and

the MidBus buffers.
The delay line for the Model 825 memory array board

must be between 21 and 27 ns. At the time of the design,
reliable surface mount delay lines were unavailable, so

alternatives were investigated. Lumped LC circuits were
tried, but it was hard to guarantee the delay with the wide

tolerances on the parts (mostly the TTL drivers and receiv-

ers). The second alternative was to use a single TTL buffer

and a long trace to get the needed delay. It was found that

this was feasible.
The signal propagation delay for a long printed circuit



trace between two ground planes is:1

7.077 x \E ns/ft

where e. is the dielectric constant of the insulating medium.
The dielectric constant of the printed circuit board material
is between 4.4 and 4.8, which gives a delay of 2.73 ro 2.23
ns per foot. The trace was made 115.5 inches long to give
a delay of zO.s to 21.5 ns. The TTL driver for the delay
line has a delay of 1 to 5 ns, giving a total delay of 21.5 to
26.5 ns.

Two of the potential problems with the long trace are
RFI and the signal coupling into itself. To avoid this the
trace is sandwiched between two ground planes and runs
are spaced at least 0.045 inch apart with a 0.015-in ground
trace between runs (sections where the trace loops back on
itself).

Powerfail Backup
The power failure backup system in the Model 825 is a

RAM-only backup system. If line voltage is lost, the RAM
is powered from a backup battery supply while the rest of
the system is shut down. Since the dynamic RAMs require
little power to retain data, only a relatively small battery
and backup regulator are needed to keep the memory sys-
tem alive. When power is restored after an outage there is
enough information available in the memory to resume
normal processing after a recovery period.

To support powerfail backup, the RAM board is designed
to power down its interface to the rest of the computer
cleanly when the failure occurs and to keep the contents
of memory refreshed during the outage. Power drain on
the backup supply has been minimized for maximum
backup time.

To retain the data. each of the 512 row addresses of the
DRAM cell matrix must be refreshed within every B-ms
time period. During normal operation the MidBus clock is
used to provide the timing for the refresh state machine.
However, during a power failure, the MidBus clock is un-
defined and a secondary refresh clock must be provided
on the memory board. This secondary refresh clock is gen-
erated with a CMOS 555 timer with a maximum period of
7.5 microseconds.

The powerfail sequence is initiated by the falling edge
of pow FA|L L, which indicates that the input to the MidBus
power supplies has failed and a powerfail routine should
be entered. The power supplies remain regulated long
enough after the falling edge of Pow FAIL L to guarantee
that the cache will be flushed to main memory before the
falling edge of Pow oN. After Pow oN falls and any refresh
cycle in progress is completed, the memory controller
switches into the battery backup mode of operation.

While in the battery backup mode of operation, the mem-
ory controller holds wE and CnS high to prevent inadvertent
destruction of the memory contents. In addition, the battery
backup circuits are isolated from spurious inputs from the
primary control section which occur while power is in
transition.

DRAM Error Handling
The memory controller chip incorporates error handling

circuits based on Hamming codes to protect the system
from errors in the DRAMs on each memory board. The
32-bit words on the MidBus are packed into 72-bit words
when written to the DRAMs. The 72 bits consist of two
words from the MidBus and eight check bits generated by
the Hamming circuit.

On a read from memory, the 72-bit word is presented to

the Hamming circuits. If the syndrome word generated is
zero, the word from the DRAMs is uncorrupted and the
data corrector is told to pass the word unaltered. If the

syndrome word generated is nonzero, the condition of the

error (recoverable/unrecoverable, mappable/unmappable)
will be reported in the STATUS register, the cache line ad-

dress will be saved in the ERR ADD register, and the syn-
drome word will be stored in the ERR SYN register. If the
syndrome word equals one of the 72 valid patterns, a single-
bit error has occurred, and the data corrector flips the bit

indicated by the syndrome pattern to recover the data. De-

tection and correction of single-bit errors are transparent

to the system.
If a nonvalid error condition exists, a double-bit (or more)

error has occurred. The memory controller has circuits for

recovering from many double-bit errors. To use t\is feature,

the system software needs to have identified a trdublesome
bit (usually a hard failure) in a bank of memory. After

identifying it, the system writes the syndrome word of that

bit into the MAPSYN register, and by issuing a CMD MAP

signal, notifies the memory controller to suspect that bit

as bad in a double-bit error. Knowing this, when the non-

valid condition occurs, the memory controller will order
its data corrector to flip that bit and recheck the word. If

a valid syndrome word is now calculated, the single-bit

error routine will be invoked. If the syndrome is not valid,

the memory controller will notify the system of an unrecov-

erable error condition.

lnternal Clocks
The internal phase clocks of the Model 825 memory con-

troller are generated by the circuit described in "A Preci-
sion Clocking System" on page 1.7. The SYNC input that
circuit requires is generated by an on-chip circuit that effec-
tively doubles the 8.33-MHz MidBus clock frequency to
L6.67 MHz. This doubles the number of well-controlled
clock phases per bus state for better control of DRAM tim-
ing. Fig. 6 is a diagram of the 2 x clock generator.

The basic building block of the 2 x clock generator is
the delay element shown in Fig. 7. The delay elementmakes
use of the voltage-controlled resistance characteristic of
MOSFETs. A capacitor in the delay element is precharged
when the delay element's input is low. This causes the
ARM signal to go high. This ARM signal is NANDed with the
input to generate the output. When the input goes high,
the output goes low and the capacitor is discharged. When
the capacitor voltage drops below the threshold of the sense
FET fpulldown of the first inverter following the RC node
in Fig. 7), the ARM signal goes low, causing the output to
go back high. The capacitor's discharge FET is in series
with a FET controlled by a variable voltage (Vs6l.l), so the
length of time the output is low can be varied.

If the variable voltage is set such that the discharge time
plus the delay to disarm the output is one quarter of the
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Fig. 6. 2x clock generator generates a sync signal attwice
the MidBus clock freouencv

MidBus clock period, the inverted outputs of alternate ele-
ments within a series of delay elements can be ORed to-
gether to provide a SYNC signal at twice the MidBus clock
frequency.

An advance/retard circuit looks at the inverted (positive
pulse) output of five delay elements connected in series.
When the output pulse of the second element (B) starts
within the output pulse of the fifth element (E), the pulses

are longer than desired. The advance/retard circuit in-
creases the variable voltage V"o*, which decreases the pulse
width. When lnTETd+ q- exists, the pulses are shorter than
desired, and VcoN is decreased, which increases the pulse
width.

A position adjust circuit looks at the rising edge of svttc
compared to the falling edge of the input clock. When SYNC
is late, the position adjust circuit raises a secondary variable
voltage (VcoNr) which acts in parallel with V6sp to shorten

vcox

lnverted
Output

Output
ARM

(To Next
Element)

Input -l -
tJ t_J

Output ---1
L I L

T\-
RC r \-l

Fig. 7. Baslc delay element of the 2x clock generator
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two preliminary delay element pulses. These pulses have
a width of Tla-D12, where T is the MidBus clock period
and D is the delay in generating SYNC. Thus one SYNC pulse
is placed at T/2 and the next one is aligned with the falling
edge of the input clock.

Power for the HP 9000 Model 825 Computer, up to 435W
total, is provided by a switching mode power supply
operating at 29 kHz and using bipolar technology. The
basic design of this power system has evolved over the
past several years and has been employed with increasing
sophistication in a number of products.3 In each stage of
this evolution, improvements have been made in selected
areas to increase reliability while reducing complexity and
costs. This incremental approach has al lowed the crucial
compromise between using well understood parts and tech-
nology while still exploiting new ideas and developments
in the industry.

Six outputs are provided, including an optional battery-
backed five-volt output, + sVS. This secondary output pro-
vides power to the main memory during a primary power
failure, allowing the product to recover and resume oper-
ation. The lz-volt batteries and their charger are housed
in a separate unit and are cabled to the computer.

Dc fans are used to cool the product and they are con-
trolled by the power supply. The fans are operated at low
speed to minimize audible noise in a typical office environ-
ment but their speed is increased as external temperatures
rise above 30'C. To maintain critical cooling, the fans are
also operated while the unit is running on batteries.
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VLSI-Based High-Performance HP
Precision Architecture Computers
The same sysfem processin g unit powers two computer
sysfems, one running the MPE XL operating system for
commercial data processing and one running the HP-UX
operating syslem for technical and real-time applications.

by Gerald R. Gassman, MichaelW. Schrempp, Ayee Goundan, Richard Chin, Robert D. Odineal, and
Marlin Jones

etdh:i+:- HE HP 9000 MODEL B50S and the HP 3000 Series

E 950 are currently the largest HP technical and com-
& mercial computer products, respectively, to use the

new Hewlett-Packard Precision Architecture,l and along
with the HP 9000 Model 825 described in the paper on
page 26, are the first to realize the architecture in propri-
etary VLSI technology. The first technical and commercial
HP Precision Architecture systems were the HP 9000 Model
840 and the HP 3000 Series 930, which use commercial
TTL technology.2

The HP 9000 Model B50S and the HP 3000 Series 950
are both based on the same system processing unit (SPU),
which consists of processor, memory,I/O, powerr and pack-
aging subsystems. The Model B50S/Series g50 processor
uses the NMOS-U VLSI chip set described in the papers
on pages 4 and 12.

The differences between the Model B50S and the Series
950 are primarily in the areas of soltware and configuration.
The Model B50S is configured primari ly for technical appl i-
cations. It runs HP-UX, HP's version of AT&T's UNIXo
System V operating system with real-time extensions. The
Series 950 is configured for business applications. It exe-
cutes MPE XL, a new version of HP's proprietary MPE
operating system. This provides compatibility as well as a
performance upgrade for the current HP 3000 customer
base.

The Model B50S/Series s50 SPU has a single processor,

up to 12BM bytes of memory supported from a single mem-
ory system, and up to four channel I/O buses. In this paper,
references are made to larger memory and I/O capacity,
and to the support of multiple processors. The hardware
has been designed to support processor, memory, and I/O

Fig. 1. Systern processing unitof
the HP 9000 Model 8505 and HP
3000 Series 950 Computers.
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extensions beyond those announced to date. These features
are described here solely to illustrate why certain techni-
cal decisions were made. No implication is made regard-
ing any eventual product that may offer these hardware
features.

Delivering 7 MIPS of processing power, the Model B50S/
Series 950 SPU (Fig. 1) is the highest-performing HP Preci-
sion Architecture SPU developed to date. Containing a
single-board VLSI processor capable of running either the
MPE XL or HP-UX operating systems, the SPU is designed
to fit both commercial and technical computing applica-
tions. Performance, user friendliness, system growth, relia-
bility, supportability, and manufacturability were the key
design focal points.

SPU Bus Structure
The key to the performance and growth capabilities of

the SPU is the bus structure. This determines how and
how fast information is passed from one part of the SPU
to another. The Model BSOS/Series 950 SPU uses a hierar-
chical three-tier bus structure, as shown in Fig. 2, to achieve
high performance and allow for future growth. On the first
tier is the fastest bus, a 64-bit-wide bus called the system
main bus (SMB).. The second tier in the bus structure
consists of a pair of zo-Mbyte/s 3z-bit-wide buses called

*Other bus names used in some product literature are central bus (CTB) for MidBus, system
memory bus for system main bus (SMB), and CIB for channel l/O (ClO) bus

MidBuses.* The third tier in the bus structure is made up
of four s-Mbyte/s HP-standard channel VO (CIO) buses.*

The Model 850S/Series 950 SPU, as currently released,
has four modules connected to the SMB. These are a state-
of-the-art NMOSJII VLSI processor with hardware floating-
point coprocessor on one board, a memory controller, and
two identical bus converters. The SMB is designed to sup-
port up to eight modules, leaving room for future product
releases. The two bus converters connect the SMB to the
MidBuses, providing six slots on each of them. Channel
adapters connect the MidBuses to the CIO buses. The main
SPU bay supports four CIO buses with five device slots on
each.

The hierachical three-tiered bus stucture has the power
and the flexibility to support higher-performance and larger
configurations that may be released in the future. The bus
structure also allows the currently released Series 950 and
Model 8505 configurations to be different, each tailored to
its own market requirements. This two-for-one design is a
direct result of HP Precision Architecture, which allows a
flexible bus structure to be implemented in an architectur-
ally transparent way, and of a well-thought-through design
that made flexibility of configuration and smooth Slowth
a very high priority.

Pro( t.-"scun 5 ul isysl em

The Model S50SiSeries 950 processor is a single-board

a,;;#;l
Srat  I

System Main

Bus

t - , _ . . _
i  Menror r  l_  Up to  E igh t  _  I  Mernotv  '
j  a ' ia; '*Memory l i rayf l  , , i t" .y i

i MidBus Boards CIO BusI L
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Ffg. 2. Model S50SlSerles 950
hierarchical system bus structure.
The system main bus (SMB) is on
the highest level. Modules on this
bus are the processor boards, lwo
bus converters which connectthe
SMB to the two MidBuses, and
memory conttol lers which connect
the memory system fo the SMB.
Channel llo (CIO) buses are con-
nected to the Midguses by chan-
nel adapters.*Second memory subsystem is a possible future upgrade.
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Fig.3. Model 85OS/Series 950 processor board.

implementation of the CPU, cache, TLB, and bus interface
functions of the level-one HP Precision Architecture pro-
cessor.t A level-one processor supports 16-bit space regis-
ters for a 48-bit virtual address space. The processor oper-
ates at a frequency oI Z7.S MHz and provides an average
execution rate of 7.0 MIPS. The Model 8s0S/Series 950
processor board also contains a floating-point math subsys-
tem capable of providing an average execution rate of 2.8
million Whetstone BlDs and 0.71 million double-precision
Linpacks per second.

Fig. 3 is a photograph of the Model B50S/Series 950 pro-
cessor board. The board achieves a high level oi functional
integration and performance by making use of VLSI tech-
nology, state-of-the-art commercial RAMs, and precision-
tuned clock distribution circuits. The board uses six
NMOS-III VLSI chips developed for the Model B50s/Series
950 project: one CPU, one TCU (TLB control unit), two

CCUs (cache control units), one SIU (system interface unit),
and one MIU (math interface unit). The math functions are
implemented using the floating-point math chips de-
veloped for the HP s000 Model 550: ADD (add/subtract),
MUL (multiply), and DIV (divide). The Model 850S/Series
950 processor is equipped with a two-set unified data and
instruction cache that has a total capacity of 12BK bytes.
The address translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is split into
an instruction TLB with 2K entries and a data TLB with
2K entries. The details of the functional operation of the
processor board are described in the paper on page 4.

Processor Buses
Fig. 4 shows the organization of the various functions of

the processor board. Three buses are associated with the
processor: the math bus, the cache bus, and the system
main bus (SMB). The math bus is completely self-contained
in the processor board and interfaces the MIU to the math
chips. The cache bus ii also contained within the processor
board and interconnects the SIU, CCU1, CCU0, TCU, CPU,
and MIU. The SMB connects the SIU to the memory and
I/O subsystems. The SMB is provided on the SMB connec-
tor, which also supplies the power, the system clocks, and
the interfaces to the support hardware.

The cache bus andthe SMB are both precharge-pulldown
buses. That is, there are two phases to the bus operation.
Each signal is precharged to a nominal 2.85V in one phase
(CK2) and conditionally pulled down, or discharged, in the
following phase (cK1) (see Fig. 5), All VLSI chips on the
bus participate iir precharging each signal line. Then one
or more chips will drive the signal line low (logical 0 or
1, depending on the signal sense). The precharged buses
provide high performance because the NMOS-III drivers
can rapidly drive a signal line low, thereby minimizing the
data transfer time on the bus. The sender needs to get the
bus data ready only just before the drive phase and the
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receiver will have the data immediately after the drive

phase. Consequently, the precharge phase causes no perfor-

mance degradation. To propagate an electrical high value,

a signal is allowed to float at its precharge value. The re-

ceiver uses a zero-catching design, which latches a logical

zero when the signal input fal ls below the 1.3V minimum

trip level for at least 2.9 ns. This receiver is described in

the paper on page 4.

Processor Startup
The Model B5OS/Series 950 processor uses a diagnostic

support processor (DSPI to launch i tself  at power-up or

after a reset. The DSP is implemented using an off-the-shelf

microprocessor, and interfaces to the CPU and CCUO serial
ports as shown in Fig. 4. The DSP receives i ts own clock
(the processor clock divided by four), A key chal lenge for

the DSP desigrt was how to synchronize data transfers be-

tween the DSP and the CPU or CCUO. Synchronization is

achieved by using a double-level clocked register design'

The synchronization clock is received from the CPU (DSP

SYNC in Fig. a).
During a processor reset, the DSP sets up the CPU so

that the CPU will halt immediately after its internal reset

is complete. After successfully completing its internal self-

test, the DSP loads part of the processor dependent code
(which consists of processor self-test and init ial izat ion)
into the cache 0 RAMs via scan paths into CCU0 and starts

the CPU. Successful completion of the processor self-test

transfers control to the rest of the processor dependent

code which is located on the processor dependent

hardware board. This code completes the self-test and ini-
tializes and boots the system.

Locating the DSP on the processor board allows localized

self-test that can identify a failing processor board uniquely.

Failures in the path from the processor board to the processor

dependent hardware board can also be identified. This signif-

icantly increases supportability by decreasing the mean time

to repair (MTTR).

Processor Board Electrical Design
The Model 850S/Series 950 processor printed circuit board

consists of 12 layers: three ground, three voltage, four signal,

and top and bottom pad layers. The clock distribution area

has extra layers of ground and voltage planes to provide

better noise filtering. The signal layers are always placed

2.85V

SMB Signal

GND

Chipl Driving

p91y51 =P2tax EnablexCKl

between ground or voltage planes to provide consistent

characterist ic impedance. Signal traces are 0.008 inch wide

and have 0.025-in pitch to minimize crosstalk. Manual place-

ment and routing were used to route the signals in iust four

layers, reducing crosstalk and minimizing impedance and

propagation delay mismatches on the clock signals. Signal

traces typically exhibit about 50O of characteristic imped-

ance on an unloaded board. The characterist ic impedance is

lower on loaded boards because of the input capacitances of

the components.
The electrical design of the processor was first based on

worst-case circuit simulation using Spice, which provided

the initial data for timing budgets and noise margin. The

board design was later refined by experiments conducted on

revisions of the actual board.
A key chal lenge was the design of the Vo" supply (2.85V

nominal), which powcrs the internal VLSI clock circuitry,

all the bus drivers, and the cache bus termination. The

processor, memory controller, and bus converter boards

have individual Vp1 regulators.
Vss bypassing was especially a concern on the processor

board, where the noise was particularly severe. Several

types and sizes of bypass capacitors are used to bypass

various frequency bands: 0.001-pF, 0.01-pcF, and 0.t-pF

ceramics, 22-p.F and 6B-pF tantalums, and 1000-pF elec-

trolytics. The voltage plane area on the printed circuit board

was also maximized.
Since the processor, memory controller, and bus con-

verter boards have separate Vp1 regulators, any significant

offset between the outputs (greater than about 150 mil-

IivoltsJ forces the regulator with the highest value to source

the other boards' requirements. Having the clock board

supply a common voltage reference for all the local reg-

ulators keeps the nominal ly 2.85V VDL supplies within 50

mV from board to board.
One of the initial design concerns had to do with noise

coupling on the cache bus signal lines' The worst-case

situation involves an undriven victim trace surrounded by

driven traces. Additional coupling is introduced by the

cache bus termination scheme which uses a resistor net-

work in a dual in-line package for board density reasons.

The effect of the termination resistor package is reduced

by mixing signals of different phases in the same package

and by using a part that has multiple power and ground

pins and built-in bypass capacitance.

Fig. 5. Prechargelpulldown struc-
ture of the SMB.
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The worst-case design was verified by the construction
of slow and fast boards. The slow board was constructed
using characterized parts (VLSI chips, RAMs, etc.) whose
performance was within specification but close to the
minimum acceptable. Similarly, the fast board was con-
structed using parts that performed near the maximum per-
formance specification. The slow board was used primarily
to resolve timing and performance issues, while the fast
board was primarily used to verify noise margins and EMI
performance. These boards proved to be extremely valuable
in establishing confidence in the design, which had very
aggressive design goals.

The processor board design incorporates several features
to minimize EML The outer boundary of the board is pro-
vided with window frames which make electrical contact
to the chassis through wiping contacts. This helps corrtain
the noise within the board and processor compartment.

Processor Thermal Design
The thermal design of the Model B50S/Series g50 proces-

sor board and its integration into the SPU cooling system
posed some very challenging design problems. The design
parameters were to cool nine VLSI ICs dissipating up to
12 watts each on a single board with a worst-case environ-
ment of 15,000-foot altitude and 40'C, plus design margins.
It was desirable to use the same airflow used to cool the
rest of the electronics in the SPU, components with an
order of magnitude lower power than the VLSI ICs. To
meet this requirement, the thermal resistance of the VLSI
package needed to be an order of magnitude lower than
that of the typical package.

The design was started at the chip level, by designing a
metal heat spreader into the ceramic package. The VLSI
chip is bonded directly to this heat spreader, and a heat
sink is attached to the other side. Theoretical and finite
element analysis methods were used in the design of the
heat sink, and a wind tunnel was designed to test pro-
totypes and correlate the theoretical analysis.

Once the component level design was fully understood,
the development was expanded to the board level. The
large heat sinks required to cool the VLSI components pre-
sent enough back pressure to the moving air and their dis-
tribution on the board is irregular enough that a uniform
airflow across the board could not be assumed. A wind
tunnel large enough to hold a single board was built and
the airflow studied to determine the exact amounts of cool-
ing air that each VLSI IC would receive. A thermal test
board was also designed and built so that the junction
temperatures of all the ICs could be directly measured.

Once the design was confirmed at the board level, the
thermal test board was put into a complete prototype SpU
to confirm the airflow at the system level, and system
airflows were measured. This test set was finally put into
an environmental test chamber and tested at elevated tem-
peratures to verify the complete thermal design.

System Main Bus

Up to four processor slots, two memory subsystem slots,
and two I/O subsystem slots are available for connection
to the high-performance system main bus (SMB). The SMB
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consists of 6q bits of multiplexed address/data and 1Z bits
ol control signals. SMB transactions are split into request
and return phases. This allows interleaved requests from
multiple masters to be serviced in parallel. The SMB oper-
ates at 27.5 MHz and is capable of sustaining a 100-mega-
byte/s data bandwidth.

Both the processor and the bus converters (which con-
nect the SMB to the two MidBuses) can initiate SMB trans-
actions as masters. The memory controller is always a slave.
Upon winning arbitration, a master module asserts a 32-bit
address, seven bits of command/size information, and a
6-bit tag that identifies it as the master. SMB read transac-
tions are initiated by a master module to transfer 4, 16, or
32 bytes from the slave to the master. Table I shows all of
the SMB transactions. The processor issues a 4-byte read
during a load to VO space and a 32-byte read during a
load/store cache miss. The bus converter issues a read when
the CIO bus channel requires data from memory. Clear trans-
actions are initiated by the processor or the bus converter
to gain access to a semaphore. During a semaphore opera-
tion, the memory controller clears the first word of the half
line and returns the old half line to the master. Return and
return clear transactions are driven by a slave device's re-
turning data following a read or clear operation, respec-
tively. Read or clear transactions that are "smart" are ini-
tiated by the processor during a cache miss and require a
cache coherency check by any other processors during the
return transaction from the memory controller. Read or
clear transactions that are "dumb" are initiated by the pro-
cessor or the bus converter during I/O or DMA operations
and do not require a cache coherency check.

During SMB write transactions, the master sends 4, 16,
or 32 bytes of data to the slave. Purge cache, flush cache,
and purge TLB transactions are broadcast on the SMB to
implement these instructions. Five virtual indexing bits
are inserted into the 32-bit SMB real address to allow index-

Table I
SMB Transactions

Transaction
Type

Read (dumb)
Read shared (smart)
Read private (smartJ
Clear (smart)
Clear (dumb)
Write
Return(dumb)
Return shared (smart)
Return private (smart)
Return clear Ismart)
Returnclear (dumb)
Purge cache
Flush cache
Purge TLB

Initiated Received
Bv Bv

SIU,BC BC,MC,
SIU,BC SIU,MC
SIU,MC
SIU MC
BC MC
SIU,BC SIU,BC,MC
BC,MC SIU,BC
MC SIU
MC SIU
MC SIU
MC BC
SIU Sru
Sru SIU
SIU SIU

Size
(bytes)

4 , t 6 , 3 2
32
3 2
1 6
1 6

4 , 7 6 , 3 2
4,16 ,32

32
32
1 6
16

32

SIU = System Interface Unit
BC : Bus Converter
MC = Memory Controller



ing into a 64K-byte cache during cache coherency checking.

To ensure fair access to the SMB for each module, the

SMB has a circular arbitration scheme based upon a priority

chain with a lockout. The arbitration hierarchy is derived

from the SMB backplane wiring that connects the arbitra-

tion request output signals (NARB) to the arbitration inhibit

input signals (NINHJ of the lower-priority modules.

If a module is performing a write, a return of read data,

or a purge TLB transaction, data is transferred on sub-

sequent bus cycles. The NBUSY signal locks out arbitration

to tie up the bus for multicycle transactions, and the NOK

signal is asserted to indicate that the bus address and data

are valid. NACK (acknowledge) and NRETRY (retry) are used

to indicate acceptance or refusal of transactions. Either

NACK or NRETRY is asserted by a cache coherency checking

processor during a return transaction if a clean or dirty copy

of the line is detected, respectively. The SMB modules log

and report parity, addressing, or protocol errors. The SMB

address and data are protected by a single odd parity bit.

SMB Electrical Design
SMB electrical design was extensively modeled to pre-

dict the interactions of the chips, pin-grid array packages,

connectors, and boards. Signal coupling, oscillation, di/dt

noise, power supply noise, and maximum frequency of

operation were simulated. Worst-case SMB simulations

and measurements verified 27S-MHZ operation and an

adequate precharge level.
The interconnect model is a complete, unscaled rep-

resentation of the longest trace path. Propagation delay and

impedance values are based on worst-case length and thick-

ness variations. The chip models and power supply net

impedences are scaled as a compromise between detail and

Spice simulation time. The model is limited to seven sig-

nals, two ground pads, and a single power pad. Detailed

pin-grid array signal models and inductive coupling are

included only in the driving chip.
A new connector and backplane design was required for

the 27.5-MHz SMB. The design goals were to maintain a

good impedance match between printed circuit boards

through the SMB connector, minimize signal crosstalk, and

minimize the SMB length for high-frequency operation.

The new connector was developed using proven pin and

socket technology and our current qualified vendor to re-

duce program risk. Press-fit technology allows us to load

connectors (and therefore boards) from both sides of the

backplane to implement a ten-inch-long, 27.S-MHz SMB.

The design goal for the connector impedance was 50fl

to match the 30O VLSI package impedance to the 50O

circuit board and backplane impedanc'e. Impedance match-

ing is important to minimize signal reflection and oscilla-

tion. However, typical pin and socket connectors exhibit

80-to-100-ohm impedances. To reduce connector imped-

ance and signal crosstalk, the number of ground pins was

increased, resulting in a l,:1 ground-to-signal pin ratio.

Also, a low-impedance ground return path was added: a

fifth row was added to the 4-row, 440-pin connector in the

form of small plates and flat spring contacts. This creates

a very short, low-inductance path with a relatively wide,

flat surface area. The new connector's impedance of 60 to

65 ohms allows the SMB to run at 27 .5 MHz and prevents

excessive crosstalk during multiple switching operations.

Memory SubsYstem

The main memory system of the Model B50S/Series 950
is designed for high bandwidth, large maximum memory
size, and reliable operation. The main memory controller
can support from 16M to 12BM bytes of memory. Provision
has been made to allow the addition of a second memory
controller with its own memory bus and 16M to 128M
bytes of memory; however, this configuration is not sup-
ported at this time.

Memory Controller Board
The memory controller board provides the interface be-

tween the system main bus (SMB) shared between the pro-
cessor and I/O and the memory array bus shared between
the memory controller and the memory array boards. The
memory controller communicates with from one to eight
16M-byte memory array boards over the ASTTL memory
array bus.

The heart of the memory controller board is the memory
controller chip, a proprietary HP VLSI IC fabricated in
NMOS-il. This IC incorporates the logic to interface the
SMB to the memory array bus, provide error detection and
correction, conform to HP Precision Architecture require-
ments, and generate DRAM control timing, all in one 272-
pin pin-grid array package. The high density of this con-
troller contributes to the reliable operation of the memory
system.

During power failures. data in memory is maintained by
external batteries for at least fifteen minutes. To maximize
the amount of battery backup time available, the memory
controller IC is not battery-backed and TTL on the memory
controller board handles all memory refresh operations.

Memory Array Boards
Each memory array board provides the basic control logic

and buffering to drive 144 dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM) ICs. The DRAMs are arranged as two banks, each
1M words by 64 bits (plus 8 bits for error correction). Mem-
ory data access interleaves between these banks and uses
the nibble-mode function of the DRAMs. The combination
of bank interleaving, nibble-mode DRAMs, and a wide data
bus provides the high bandwidth of the memory system'

Memory can be accessed in either 16-byte or 32-byte
transactions. A 32-byte transaction can come from either
a processor cache miss or the I/O system and requires 17
cycles for read operations and 16 cycles for write operations
from the memory controller to the selected array. A 16-byte
transaction comes from the VO system and requires 12
cycles for either read or write operations. This timing al-
lows a maximum sustained performance of 51 megabytes
per second during 32-byte read cycles and 55 megabytes
per second during 32-byte write cycles.

To maximize performance, careful attention was paid to
board and backplane layout, the choice of TTL devices
used, and the internal design of the memory controller IC.
Spice simulations were done on the backplane and DRAM
drivers to minimize both delay and skew. Careful analysis
of the DRAM and bank switching control signals was done
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to optimize performance while still permitting a large mem-
ory size of 128M bytes per memory controller.

Memory Controller Chip
The memory controller chip employs a data path organi-

zation with a central register stack containing the address/
data path of the controller. The design, implemented with
80,000 transistors, consists of two I/O bus interfaces, three
control PLAs, and a register stack containing nine circuit
blocks. OI lhe 272 pins in the package, 84 are used for the
SMB interface, 93 for the memory array bus interface, four
to connect to nine serial scan paths, and g1 for power,
ground, and clocks.

A number of circuit blocks are unique to the memory
controller. There are comparators to map incoming addresses
to various address ranges, queues to buffer addresses and
data, and error detection/correction circuitry for the SMB
and memory array bus addresses and data. To sustain
maximum throughput to memory, 64-bit buses are widely
employed in the data path and interfaces.

The memory controller services reads and writes to main
memory as initiated on the SMB. In addition, the memory
controller responds as an VO device to configure memory
and return status. The controller can buffer two read trans-
actions and one write transaction. Each transaction can be
either a 16-bfie or a 32-byte data transfer. The controller
buffers the data for one read request and one write request.
The controller's write queue is logically an extension of
the processor's cache. Internally, the controller initiates
memory refresh sequences to main memory.

The memory controller operates as two independent
units controlling the SMB and memory array board inter-
faces, respectively. Internally, the controller arbitrates for
use of the queues and buffers within the chip. The control-
ler can simultaneously process an SMB read/write request
or return read data while processing a memory anay bus
read/write to memory or memory refresh sequence.

This partition ideally maximizes memory throughput
during heavy traffic conditions. When two memory reads
are buffered, the controller is able to start the second mem-
ory read even though the first memory read's data is still
in the internal data buffers. The second transaction is al-
lowed to proceed if the first read transaction is able to
return data to the SMB before the second read's data be-
comes available. If the read buffer remains occupied, the
second read is aborted and restarted.

In any computer, data integrity is paramount. Each O+-bit
memory word has eight check bits associated with it. These
bits allow the memory system to detect and correct all
single-bit enors in any word of memory. Should a single-bit
error occur, the incorrect data and location are stored in a
memory controller register for operating system use or diag-
nostic logging. These eight extra check bits also allow for
the detection of all double-bit errors in any 64-bit word.
Double-bit emors are not correctable.

Parity is generated and checked between the memory
controller and the selected memory array on memory ad-
dresses. This will detect otherwise unreported transient
errors that could destroy data at random memory locations.

I/0 Subsystem

The Model B50s/Series 950 I/O subsystem is designed
to the specifications of HP Precision I/O Architecture.3 The
main design feature of this architecture is its transparency
at the architected level. To software, the I/O system is a
uniforni set of memory mapped registers independent of
which bus they are physically located on.

Although the architecture prescribes a simple and uni-
form I/O system software interface, the hardware is allowed
tremendous flexibility. In particular, the I/O system can
include any number of dissimilar buses interconnected by
transparent bus converters. The transparent bus converters
make the boundary between adjacent buses invisible to
software, automatically compensating for differences in
bus speed or protocol. The mapping between buses on the
Model 850S/Series 9b0 is accomplished primarily through
the use of bus converters.

The architecture differentiates between HP Precision
Architecture buses and other buses. An HP Precision Ar-
chitecture bus supports the HP Precision Architecture stan-
dard transactions and can be connected to other Hp preci-
sion Architecture buses through transparent bus convert-
ers. Other buses can be connected to an Hp precision Ar-
chitecture system through foreign bus adapters, which are
not transparent, but instead have an architected software
interface. The Model B5OS/Series g50 takes advantage of
bus converters where an interface to an existing bus fsuch
as HP's CIO bus) is required.

The I/O system of the Model BS0S/Series g50 relies heavi-
ly on the same custom NMOS-III VLSI technology used in
the system's processor. Two custom ICs were developed
for the UO subsystem: a bus converter chip, which imple-
ments a subset of the bus converter functionality, and a
CIO bus channel adapter chip, which implements the com-
plete translation of the MidBus protocol to the CIO bus
protocol. The use of NMOS VLSI technology in these cir-
cuits made possible their implementation in a reasonable
size and at a much lower cost than alternative technologies.

Bus Converter
The function of the SMB-to-MidBus bus converter is to

convert transactions between the SMB and the TTl-signal-
level MidBus. The bus converter consists of a single board
containing one custom NMOS-II VLSI bus converter chip
and several TTL buffer chips.

As the first bus converter to be implemented in an Hp
Precision Architecture system, the Model BSOS/Series 950
bus converter had a large influence on the development of
the bus converter definition for the architecture. Much of
the bus converter architecture was developed in parallel
with the bus converter design, and the architecture bene-
fited from the insights and experience of the bus converter
implementation team.

Since transactions can originate on either the SMB or
the MidBus, there are two sets of control centers within
the bus converter chip, each of which is associated with
one of the two bus interfaces. Communication between the
two interfaces is facilitated by data/address queues and an
array of transaction state latches. The algorithms of the bus
converter are designed to maximize throughput of the most
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frequent operations, especially writes from I/O modules on
the MidBus to memory on the SMB.

Testability is an important aspect of the bus converter
design, and the test engineer was an integral member of
the design team. The bus converter follows the conven-
tional NMOS-il VLSI test methodology using shift chains,
single-step, and a debug port to allow diagnostic access to
almost every storage node within the chip. The bus con-
verter is capable of scanning 977 bits of state information
from seven scan paths routed through the functional blocks.

Channel Adapter
The channel adapter is a bus adapter module that inter-

faces the MidBus to the CIO bus, which is a standard HP
I/O bus. The channel adapter performs all the necessiuy
protocol conversions between the MidBus and the 16-bit,
five-megabyte/second peak bandwidth CIO bus. The chan-
nel adapter consists of a single board containing one custom
NMOS-III VLSI channel adapter chip, several TTL buffer
chips, ROMs containing code for I/O drivers and self-test,
and miscellaneous support logic.

The channel adapter allows full compatibility with all
existing HP CIO I/O cards, as well as additional HP CIO
cards presently in development. Although the CIO bus pro-
tocol differs from HP Precision I/O Architecture in many
ways, the foreign bus adapter maps all of the necessary
CIO functions into the standard register interface through
which it communicates with the I/O system. In accordance
with the CIO bus protocol, the channel adapter serves as
a central time-shared DMA controller on the CIO bus. The
channel adapter is the initiator of all CIO bus transactions,
and it is the arbitrator that maximizes the efficient use of
the CIO bus bandwidth. The channel adapter provides data
buffering and address translation as it transfers data be-
tween the I/O modules on the CIO bus and the memory
modules on other buses within the system. The channel
adapter also translates interrupts and error messages into
the protocol used by the HP Precision Architecture I/O
system. By handling all normal DMA transfers and the
majority of error conditions in complete autonomy, the
channel adapter can greatly reduce the processor overhead
required to operate the CIO bus. Except in the rare error
case that requires software intervention, the channel adap-
ter appears to the system as a set of standard DMA adapter
modules conforming to the HP Precision Architecture speci-
fications for an I/O module.

System Clock

The accurate generation and distribution of a 27.l-MHz
clock signal is crucial to the performance of the Model
850S/Series 950. The clock signal originates on the clock
board and is shaped, amplified, and distributed to eight
individual slots on the system main bus (SMB). While the
Model 850S/Series 950 can use up to four SMB slots, the
clock distribution network must support the full eight SMB
slots to provide for future expansion. Each SMB board has
its own local driver circuitry which then distributes the
clock signal to individual VLSI ICs on the board. The reduc-
tion and control of skew in the clock system was a major
challenge to the desigrr team and required tight tolerances

on many aspects of the design.
The system clock originates on the clock board at TTL

levels. A single hexadecimal NoR TTL buffer is used to
drive the discrete transistor clock sync circuits and the
TTL refresh clocks. The use of a single buffer minimizes
skew between the VLSI memory controller and TTL logic
on the memory controller board which provides battery-
backed refresh signals. The discrete clock sync circuitry
provides the signals that become the main system clock.

Conversion between the the TTL clock levels and the
analog levels of the clock sync circuitry is done by an npn
differential amplifier (Fig. 6). The output of the differential
amplifier is then fed to an emitter follower, which drives
three npn/pnp push-pull pairs which drive the clock SYNC
signals out to receiver circuitry on up to eight different
boards on the SMB. The emitter follower's output is the
one absolute time reference point for the clock generation
and distribution system.

The clock SYNC sigrrals enter the 50O backplane traces
through source-terminated transmission lines. Each re-

Fig. 6. C/ock distribution system.
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ceiver board has an npn emitter follower receiver which
then drives an npn emitter follower predriver. The pre-
driver controls an npn/pnp push/pull pair which drives
the clock signal through a termination and deskewing net-
work to each IC.

The clock deskewing network minimizes circuit vari-
ations and increases performance. Eachnetwork is adjusted
at the factory by adding or subtracting delay lines by means
of iumpers. AII boards are set to the same standard, so the
customer can expect a clock system that is optimized for
high performance but will not require periodic field tuning
and will accept boards manufactured at any HP site.

Each VLSI IC has its own internal circuitry that develops
two phases of nonoverlapped clock sigrrals for internal use.
The SYNC signal from the discrete clock circuitry is only
used as a timing reference; hence the name "clock SYNO."
In the Model 850S/Series 950 clock system only the rising
edge of the SYNC signal has any significance.

For a given IC process and machine layout many vari-
ables, such as device and backplane propagation delays,
are fixed. Thus the difference in time between the clock
seen at one point in the system and the clock seen at another
point, or clock skew, can limit a given machine's maximum
frequency of operation. In the Model ss0S/Series 950 the
limiting effects of clock skew showed up on both the cache
bus and the system memory bus. Reduction of this skew
was crucial to system performance.

Skew was reduced by careful design, layout, and testing
of backplanes and printed circuit boards. Time intervals
of tens of picoseconds were calculated and measured. High-
frequency second-order effects such as the effects of via
capacitance had to be understood to minimize the differ-
ences between clock circuits on different boards. The solu-
tion has resulted in a clock system that can route a clock
SYNC signal to three to eight SMB boards and a maximum
of Z8 different VLSI ICs with a total skew of less than 800 ps.

Control, Diagnostic, and Power Subsystem

One of the CIO bus channel adapter slots has been cus-
tomized to allow the installation of the access port card.
This card provides operator access to the SPU, remote sup-
port of the SPU via modem connection, and remote operator
access to the SPU. Operator control of the SPU is provided
through an operator's console. This console can be located
away from the SPU for efficient computer room layout. A
control panel located on top of the SPU contains a subset
of the operator controls and provides a keyed switch for
operator access security.

The control panel provides a visual indication of the
SPU's operational status and an uncomplicated, physical
interface to start and control the system. It provides system
self-test information during the boot process and system
functionality during normal operation through a four-digit
hexadecimal display. Power system diagnostic information
is supplied by LEDs. All diagnostic information is com-
bined into three basic machine conditions (normal opera-
tion, operation with an operator warning, and nonoperat-
ing) which are displayed through three indicators (green,
red, and yellowJ visible from all sides of the SPU. An ad-
ditional high-visibility display indicates whether remote
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operator access is enabled.
Design of the control panel for electromagnetic compati-

bility was especially difficult since the control panel must
contain any electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated
in the high-performance logic system, and must protect the
circuitry from electrostatic discharge (ESD). Mechanical
and electrical design teams worked together to meet these
stringent requirements. Interface circuits are filtered to re-
move normal-mode noise before cabling to the control
panel. The filters also guard the internal circuits against
ESD-induced transients. The mechanical design minimizes
the control panel's ESD entry points by using light pipes
and a molded plastic enclosure. The inner surface of the
enclosure is zinc-coated and electrically connected to the
chassis to act as an EMI shield and a conductive path for
ESD.

The Model B50S/Series 950 power system delivers 2.4
kilowatts of dc power to the processor, memory, I/O, and
support subsystems. Ac power is filtered and converted to
300Vdc in the ac unit. This 300V dc power is then used
to power eight dc-to-dc switching power supplies, which
provide the dc voltages required by the electronics. High-
current power is delivered through a solid copperbus bar,
and lower-current voltages are supplied via cables. Some
critical voltages are regulated on the boards where they are
needed.

SPU Product Design

Packaging
The Model 850S/Series 950 is packaged for the interna-

tional EDP room environment, where operators work on
the SPU from remote terminals and have only intermittent
contact with the SPU itself. When there is contact with the
SPU, the operator is usually standing. For this reason, the
SPU height and control panel location were designed to
be a good fit for the middle 90% of the international popu-
lation. Additionally, the primary status indicators and the
SPU itself are designed to be viewed from all sides.

The enclosures (front and back doors, side panels, and
top coversJ of the SPU are made of injection molded struc-
tural foam plastic. This provides an excellent appearance,
with crisp lines and consistent detailing. The use of molded
plastic also allowed the design of features for quick, easy
access to the machine, aerodynamic venting for more effi-
cient cooling, elimination of sightlines into the machine,
and sound absorption.

The processor and VO cardcages incorporate RFI shield-
ing, fixtureless backplane assembly, air filter, fan plenum
attachment features, and space for the maximum number
of boards to be installed. Similarly, the molded fan plena,
system frame, and power supply rack all integrate many
functions. This level of integration allows very efficient
manufacturing and simple field installation and access.

The package is key to providing the growth and upgrade
potential of the product. Using two back-to-back cardcages
allows the devices on the SMB to be placed close enough
together that space is left for additional SMB devices to be
added in the future. All the major subsystems in the SPU
are near other similar subsystems. This allows the use of
common cooling and EMI shielding systems, and



minimizes the number of parts required in the package.
Cooling is simplified by the dual-cardcage design. All of

the boards in the system, including the processors, are
arranged vertically and side by side, like books on a book-
shelf. These are in the middle of the SPU and cooling fans
are underneath. The fans are mounted in plastic fan trays
and pull cool, clean air across the components in the sys-
tem. The plastic trays and simple card arrangement com-
bine to provide easy manufacturing and servicing of the
cooling system.

This complex integrated package design was possible
because of extensive interaction between the packaging
engineers and the electrical engineers early in the develop-
ment of the product. The result is an integrated package
that minimizes floor space and complexity, without sac-
rificing manufacturability or serviceability.

System Growth
A design goal was that the basic Model 85OS/Series 950

SPU hardware design be able to support at least two sub-
stantial performance upgrades, including larger memory
and VO configurations, for possible future HP product re-
leases. The electrical, firmware, and product design ele-
ments have been designed to support this goal without
adding a significant factory cost burden to the initially
released product.

The performance levels of the buses (Fig. 2) and their
support capabilities are key to providing growth potential.
The high SMB bandwidth can support four additional mod-
ules of equal or higher performance, ensuring possible pro-
cessor performance and memory expansion growth paths.
The two MidBuses can support high-performance VO de-
vices or additional VLSI channel adapters, allowing the
possibility of external VO expansion. The bus structure
was thoroughly analyzed, modeled, and margin tested to
ensure the long-term stability required for growth.

Careful attention to configuration and bus length require-
ments produced an internal configuration that is logical
and supports upgrade goals. The SMB has to be short for
performance reasons, so SMB devices are on both sides of
the CPU/memory backplane, cutting the maximum bus
length in half. The bus converters distribute the MidBuses
on a separate UO backplane parallel to the CPU/memory
backplane. A power distribution bus bar is sandwiched
between the two backplanes. This efficient basic layout
provides a very robust configuration with minimum space
and cost penalties. Slots for three possible future additional
SMB devices are found on the CPU side of the cardcage.
Slots for a second memory controller for a second memory
bus supporting eight more memory arrays are there for
possible future releases. This design meets the high perfor-
mance and upgrade goals important to our customers.

Reliabil ity
The reliability of the Model B50S/Series 950 SPU is ex-

pected to be greatly improved over previous SPUs. The
VLSI technology contributes to this improvementby a large
reduction in the number of parts in the CPU area alone.
For comparison, the HP 3000 Series 70 takes eight Model
B50S/Series 950-size boards for the processor, whereas the
Model BSOS/Series 950 uses only one. The VLSI memory

controller and bus converter greatly reduce parts count.
Parts counts are also reduced in other areas.

The design also includes features to improve reliability
further as the product matures. An excellent example is

that the memory system was designed to take advantage
of 1M-byte DRAMs for performance and reliability reasons

from the beginning. By the time the cost of those chips
made a 16M-byte board economical, the board design was

alread-rr done. There are many other areas in the current
design that will enable further reliability improvements.

Supportability
SPU support is composed of two categories: initial and

add-on installation, and on-going support. Both of these

categories are addressed by the design.
Supportability goals were set early in the development

process and reviews were conducted during all phases of

the development cycle to evaluate the ability of an HP

Customer Engineer to isolate and replace failed assemblies
quickly and accurately. For example, there are no config-
uration switches or jumpers on any assemblies. Instead,
all assemblies are configured automatically during power-

up and those required for initial system boot are tested
automatically during the boot process. Captive fasteners
are used extensively to speed up unit removal and replace-
ment. Where captive fasteners could not be employed, the
number of screw sizes was minimized to simplify the reas-
sembly process. Front connectors have been eliminated
from all assemblies, and cabling is reduced to a minimum.

Fault diagnosis uses a four-level approach, with each
level capable of diagnosing all hardware necessary to load
the next level of diagnostics. At power-on, the processor

board initiates the first level by running a self-test on itself.
After this test is passed, a second level of self-test is in-
voked, testing all the hardware in the boot path. The third
level of diagnostics can now be run, and all the boards in
the system can be tested. After this, the operating system
can be loaded. Then the fourth level of diagnostics, a set
of on-line diagnostics, can be run.

Manufacturability
Throughout the development of the Model B50S/Series

950 SPU, design engineers and manufacturing engineers

worked together to optimize the manufacturability of the

SPU. Early in the project, the SPU design team set goals

for part count, part number count, number of vendors, as-

sembly time, and percent autoinsertability of components.

These goals were chosen to minimize overhead cost and

cycle time and increase quality. In addition, standard ship-
ping packages and shipping methods were targeted and

used to help set the external size constraints for the

machine.
Design for manufacturability guidelines were used by all

engineers, and design reviews were conducted to improve

the design. As the development of the SPU progressed,

these critical parameters were tracked and the designs re-

viewed with the intent of improving the performance in

these areas. Progress toward the goals was reviewed and

tracked on a monthly basis, and a complete assembly

analysis was performed before each major design phase of

the project. The result is a product with high manufacturing
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efficiency, which translates into lower prices and better
value to the custorner.

Shipment methods and their effect on installation time
were important considerations. Two methods of shipment
were developed. For shipments within the continental
United States, the Model B50S/Series 950 is shipped as a
single unit in a padded van. For overseas shipments, the
Model B50S/Series 950 SPU is put on a single pallet which
fits into standard aircraft cargo containers. This two-
method shipping strategy reduces shipping costs for
domestic shipments by eliminating parts.

Installation is now very simple. No mechanical or elec-
trical assembly is required at the customer's site. The instal-
lation time is reduced to less than half that of the HP 3000
Series 70.

This commitment to designing for manufacturability re-
sulted in a significant improvement over existing products.
All measures show improvement over current high-end
products. Part count, part number count, and assembly
time have been reduced by 50%. Manufacturing cost has
been reduced by 25%, and autoinsertability has been in-
creased by 33%.
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